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United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Murray,

Thirteen From
County To Be
In Quad-State

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Thanks to Tom Nesbitt for the
It is
"baseball bat" gourd.
shaped like a baseball bat.
Mr. Nesbitt just grew them
along with some other things, and
apparently he has a "green
thumb" because he had a big
crop. The one vie have is over
three feet long. We've got it
Thanks Mr.
drying out now.
Nesbitt.
The American Cancer Society
has launched an "all out drive"
againAt cancer. This first phase
is aimed at breastcancer in
women. They point out that there
has been no significant reduction
in deaths from breast cancer in
the past 35 years. Early detection is the answer. The Pap
smear test for cancer greatly
reduced deaths from cancer of
the cervix because this test
detects cancer early when
something can be done about it.
Dr, Arthur I. Holleb, senior
American Cancer Society vicepresident for medical affairs and
research says a cure for breast
_Cancer is "virtually guaranteed"
If It is discovered before it
spreads.
diagnostic
more
-Until
equipment is available, "Dr.
Justin J. Stein, professor of
radiology and chairman of the
cancer committee of the UCLA
School of Medicine says, "the
society will continue to urge
women to examine themselves
because five -per cent of women
discover their own breast can-
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By GENE CARLSON
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Three months of back pay for
the nation's 2.2 million teachers, and perhaps others as well,
hung in the balance today as
the Pay Board prepared to
consider possible revisions of
its stand against retroactive
wage increases.
The board called an afternoon
meeting at which the retroactive pay question was reportedly a major item of business,
although its basic position in
the matter was not expected to
change.
Pay Board chairman George
H. Boldt was on record as
saying that the board's original
ruling against paying raises
that would have come had the
freeze not been in effect would
not be reconsidered, But he
said there would be discussion
of matters incidental to or
connected with the issue —
including back raises for school
teachers, many of whom were
ARMY HONORS MURRAY PRESIDENT: Maj. Gen. Richard
G. Circolella, Deputy Commanding General of the First United
States Army,Fort Meade, Md., is shown presenting Dr. Harry M.
OutSparks, president of Murray State University, with the
his
standing Civilian Service Award Monday in recognition of
campus.
Murray
the
on
program
ROTC
Army's
the
of
support
by
This is the second highest award presented to private citizens
the Secretary of the Army on behalf of the President of the United

Murray High
NFL Enters Outstanding Civilian Service
Many Events Award Presented To Dr. Sparks
States.

Young
OUTSTANDING YOUNG FARMER—James Stahler, left was named the Outstanding
president
Farmer for Calloway County recently by the Murray-Calloway Count) Jaycees. Jaycee
Paul Fleming is congratulating Stahler on the honor.
Tubbs Studio Photo

Mildred Davis To

Jim Stahler Named Be Banquet Speaker
Outstanding Farmer

Vol. LXXXXII No. 270

10' Per Copy

Pay Board Considers
Revisions Of Guides
On Retroactive Wages

Thirteen from Calloway County
will be among 425 selected high
school band members from four
states to participate in the 24th
annual Quad-State Band Festival
at Murray State University Dec.
6
They are Wendy Williams, Lisa
Perrin, Alice Crawford, Gena
Cleaver, Vicki Butterworth, and
Kent Letterman from Calloway
Co. High School; Betty Jo Ward,
Emily Belote, John McKee, and
Butch Gardner from Murray
Sally
and
High School;
Matarazzo, Danette Beasley,
and Linus Kodman from Murray
Middle School.
Their directors are David F.
Berry, CCHS; Bill Watson, MILS;
and Mrs. Nancy Page, MMS.
The students were selected
from more than 4,000 applications in 126 junior and senior
high schools, in Kentucky,
Tennessee, Illinois, and Missouri.
The students are scheduled to
teen the Murray State campus at
'1:45 a.m. for day-long rehearsals
before presenting concerts at 7
University
the
in
p.m
Auditorium.
Performances by both the
junior and senior high bands will
be broadcast over local radio
stations and will be recorded.

(Continued on Page Twelve t

Annual Paper Drive
Planned By Scouts
Here December 4

Tim Wallen, senior patrol
leader of Boy Scout Troop 77,
announced Monday night at the
regular meeting, that the annual
paper drive for the community
will be held on Saturday,
December 4.
Persons with papers saved are
preparedness in an academic asked to call the First Christian
Church, phone 753-3824, to le,ave
environment.
.•Tha wise counsel, professional I their name, address, and where
knowledge and understanding of the newspapers are located. On
officer educational problems, the designated day, December 4.
have been of inestimable value to the Scouts will come by the
the ROTC program at Murray homes or businesses for the
State," he said.
collection of the newspapers.
"This strength in fostering and
Wallen pointed out that comencouraging ROTC courses
munity service and conservation
stands out in sharp relief against are the heart and spirit of
Continued on Page Twelve) scouting.
t Photo by Wilson Woolley)

\Itirray High School's Natiorial
i.diati
The UuLstanthr
tickpauad
Service Amore, second hastiest
Ttve tau banquet of the Murreverar4,1Urverihe weekend. honor bestowed upon private
., Se many diseases in the past
Home Five students attended the citizens by the Secretary of the
University
Tiush because of the false
State
Syrei-e
sensitivity of people, but now
Economics Association will be Krider Invitational Tournament Army on behalf of the President
today everything is right out on
James Stahler of Route 5, soon worked into a permanent held Thursday, November 18, at in Paris, Tenn. Paula Parker of the United States, h'as been
the table. Realism is over- Murray has been chosen as the arrangement as Stahler took on 6:30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's won 3rd place in Dramatic In- presented to Dr. Harry M.
coming false pride and false Outstanding Young Farmer of more responsibility in the Club House.
terpretation and was rated Sparks, president of Murray
modesty.
Mildred Davis, director of the superior. Dan Tinsley and State University, in recognition
1971 for Calloway County by the operation of Shipley's dairy
program and field services Wanda McNabb were both rated of his support of the ROTC
Murray -Calloway County farm.
Pete Hulse was asking us if the Jaycees.
At one point during his college division of the headquarters staff superior, also in Dramatic In- program.
Home tarp. Lexlee Bartholomy was
American
the
good weather would hold out for
The announcement of Stahler's education, Stahler was forced to of
The presentation was made
Association, rated excellent in extemp Monday by Maj. Gen. Richard C.
the coming weekend for the selection was made November 2 wake up at 3:30 a.m. in order to Economics
get the cows milked and Washington, D. C. ,will be the speaking and Martha McKinney Ciccolella, Deputy Commanding
Murray-Western game. We told at the regular monthly meeting of
him that it would either hold out the Jaycees held at the Triangle chores finished before attending guest speaker.
received an excellent in original General of the First Army with
The theme of the banquet will oratory. Mrs. Mary Beshear, headquarters at Fort Meade,
for the weekend or just before the Inn.
Club president Paul a 7130 a.m. class at the univerbe "Our Family Faces Change", coach for the students, ac- Md., in a brief but impressive ,
weekend.
Fleming presided at the meeting. sity.
the according to Miss Judy Kelso, compained the students to Paris. ceremony in the university's new
over
took
Stahler, a native of Cooper- Stahler
Good luck to Grogan Roberts. sburg, Pennsylvania, came to management and part ownership president of the Home Economics
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The Calloway County Speech
Seven students also attended
Murray State
Murray in the fall of 1963 to at- of the Shipley farm in 1967 with a Association at
Citing Dr. Sparks' strong
the annual Trigg County tourand Debate team was awarded
Our sumpathy to the Shroat tend Murray State University.
University,
support of the university's 19(Continued on Page Twelve)
Barkley
nament at Cadiz. Scott Peterson
family.
program, second place in the Lake
ROTC
While attending MSU he worked
year-old
superior and won 2 nd
Tournment
l
Speech
rated
was
Invitationa
few
a
for
Farm
on the College
General Ciccolella praised the
place in Extemp speaking.
held at Trigg County High School,
Calloway County had 13 traffic months.
Murray president's leadership in
Roderick
Kemper,
November 13.
1970
Barbara
deaths from 1967 through
g the cause of defense Saturday,
In the spring of 1964, he met
representin
Reed, Teri Stempherson, David
Calloway participated along with
inclusive, in 1967, two in 1968, Dan Shipley, a prominent dairy
Garrison and Barbara Howard
twenty other schools from
none in 1969, and eight in 1970 for farmer,and started his career by
all received superiors in their
Kentucky and Tennessee.
a total of 13.
painting a barn for Shipley. This
t
W01)
Officer
Warrant
Jimmy' "During the period 3 June 1971 events. The debate team of
Sandy Moody and Doris Turner
David Hopkins has received The, to 7 June 1971 he actively parMaggie Battle and Laurie Beatty
second and third in
ranked
In a booklet put out by the
Air Medal while serving with the ticipated in more than twentyposted a 1-3 record for the day.
humerous intrepretation. Sandy
Kentucky Traffic Safety Coor101st Airborne Division inr five aerial missions over hostile The
students were accompained
received the second place
dinating Committee, they
Roy C. Stephenson of Lambuth Moody
Vietnam. The citation reads as territory in support of operations by their coach, Ron Beshear.
trophy.
brought out the following facts.
the
College, will speak to
follows:
against communist aggression.
County received
Becky Sams and Phil Miller Methodist Men of the First Calloway
"By Direction of the President During all of these flights, he
ParentGrove
Lynn
The
Kensuperior and fifteen exeight
One person is killed in
Wedprogram
Church
a
luncheon
Methodist
presented
United
to displayed the highest order of air
Students
Teacher Association will meet the Air Medal is presented
ratings.
tucky every eight hours.
who discipline and acted in ac- for Alpha Delta Kappa at the nesday night on the subject "How cellent
Thursday, November 18, at 7:30 W01 Jimmy D. Hopkins
receiving superior ratings were
the
to
d
Their
on
Contribute
Saturday.
Inn
Dollar
Holiday
by
Each
himself
hed
distinguis
cordance with the best traditions
Mike Burchett, David Hall, Vicki
One person is injured about p.m. at the school.
meritorious achievement, while
service. By his deter- selection was the Diary of Adam Methodist Church Is Spent."
Sandy Moody, Doris
Lamb,
every 18 minutes in Kentucky. Mrs Ellen Bean, eighth grade participating in sustained aerial of the
The dinner meeting will begin Turner, Darrell Gibson and Dale
mination to accomplish his and Eve.
teacher, will present her students
flight, in support of combat
the hazards
The speech group will be at 630 p.m. in the Social Hall of Arnold.
The ratio of injured to killed is in a program. All parents and ground forces in the Republic of mission, in spite of
to
are
invited
persons
interested
traveling to Memphis Tenn, for the church. All Methodist men
Galloway's number one debate
28 to!.
I
Twelve
(Continued on Page
Vietnam.
their next tournament which will are urged to be present and hear team
attend
composed of Quentin
this informative speech.
be held on Nov 19-20.
Fannin and Johnny Riley
The most dangerous hour for
motorists is 3-4 p.m.
r

Calloway County High School Is
Second Place Winner At Tourney

Warrant Officer Hopkins Awarded
Air Medal For Vietnam Service

Methodist Men To
Meet On Wednesday

Lynn Grove PTA
Meets On Thursday

pertite

The ratio of fatalities over age
20 to under age 20 is 3 to 1.
The highest number of accidents occurs on Saturday.

B
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d

(Continued on Page Twelve)
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The Weather
Kentucky Weather Forecast:
Clear to partly cloudy today
through Wednesday with little
change in temperatures Highs
today and Wednesday upper 60a
and lower 70s. Lows tonight
upper 30e to mid 40s
Extended Outlook
The Kentucky extended outlook
Thursday through Saturday:
Chance of rainshowers late
Thursday and Friday. Cooler
Friday and Saturday 1.ow in mid
40s to low 5flts Thursday to the
upper)05 and low 40s Saturday.
Highs in the 60s Thursday to the
508 Saturday

certificate of
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis. left, is presenting a
of the Law
competition
on
Stalls
Buel
councilman
graduation to
`qalls is
Enforcement training school held here last week.
local
chairman of the city council's police committee. Other
M.
James
Chief
Pollee
were
courses
the
persons attending
J. D.
Brown, Sgt Martin Wells, and Patrolmen John T. Phillips,
Grogan, and Gene Parker.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon

Teachers Attend
Meeting at Kenlake

Record Amounts are Spent
Here for Home Improvements

defeated Madison High from
Tennessee,
Nashville,
Russellville and Union County.
Team Number one lost one
debate to Owensboro Catholic.
The number two team composed of Darrell Gibson and Dale
Arnold had an identical record of
three wins and one loss. Team
two defeated Trigg County twice
and Warren East. Their only loss
was to the Tournment winners,
Notre Dame Acadamy.
Notre Dame won first place,
Calloway County second, and
Paducah Tilghman third.
Speech and Debate coach
Larry England entered twenty
students from Calloway High
School in competition Saturday.

Dr. June W. Smith
To Help Parents
At The Library

Ecunuli:;cs
Howe
The
Dr. June W. Smith, associate
Teachers of the Kentucky Lake
professor in the Elementary
District met Friday at six p.m. at
Department of
Education
the Kenlake Hotel for a dinner
The other 40 percent went for Murray State University, will be
was about $222 per housing unit.
meeting.
Homeowners in Calloway
as
half
Nearly
States
repairs and upkeep.
at the Calloway County Public
Those present discussed the County are spending a record Throughout the United
of this amount was for painting Library Wednesday morning
a whole it was $297.
"Evaluation of Our New amount these days on the
Most homeowners, it is noted, and decorating. The rest was for from ten to eleven o'clock.
Curriculum Guide Being Field maintenance and improvement
considerably more than plumbing, roofing, heating and
Kenspend
of
State
the
Over
Tested
of their property.
She will introduce to parents a
average in certain miscellaneous.
about
annual
the
talked
tucky". They also
In the past year alone, their
of new and old outor
variety
repairs
major
when
years,
Local merchants selling
the changes in the philosophy
expenditure for alterations, improvements are called for. In
standinIZ children's books.
and
Murray
othgr
and
from
hardware
Attending
lumber,
additions, repairs and general
As a teacher of children's
they get along
building supplies have been
Calloway were Mrs. Lucy Lilly of upkeep came to approximately the other years
impressive
and
literature
outlays.
smaller
with
Murray High School, Mrs. Bess $2,188,000, the figures indicate.
profiting by this upsurge in home
background of research on
of the home im- refurbishing.
scope
of
The
Forrest
Lucy
Miss
and
Kerlick
This is distinct from their normal
reading materials for children,
trend is to be seen in
The turn in that direction is
Calloway County High School, week-to-week operating ex- provement
figures.
Dr. Smith is quite an authority on
overall
's
government
the
Miss
attributed to the fact that many
and Mrs. Mary Lawson and
penses.
They show that some $14.8 billion families who would, ordiarily, this subject, a spokesman said.
Pauline Waggener of Murray
Books mentioned will help
The estimate is based upon a was spent in that direction in the
State University. ,
have been moving into newer
sampling survey of dwellings in past year. This was $1.2 billion houses at this stage, have been parents choose gift books and
generally aquaint them with an
CTTED FOR SHOPLIFTING all sections of the country, made more than in the prior year.
unable to do so.
excellent list of reading for
One person was cited for by the Department of Commerce, As for homeowners in Calloway
by
They have been hampered
shoplifting at the Jim Adams I(;A and upon data from other County, how did they spend their the shortage of 'houses on the children to enjoy.
Shopping
total'
this
of
Northside
portion
$2,188,000
sources.
store in the
This program is being
market, by,the high cost of those
In general, it is shoWn, about 60 that are available and by the presented as a part of the obCenter this morning at 12 32, The finding is that the average
according to the citation report expenditure for residential percent of their expenditures prevailing • interest rates on
servance of National Children's
filed by the Murray Police Upkeep and improvement in were for additions, alterations mortgages.
Book Week.
Calloway County's regional area and improvements.
Department
111,
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By Estelle Spiceland

Hospital Report
November 11, 1971
ADULTS 92
NURSERY 7

TUESDAY—NOVEMBER 16, 1971

PAGE THREI

Chamber Opposes
Severance Tax

South Mi
Hears Le!
'Fondue

W. H. Neal, President of the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
= NEW BORN ADMISSIONS"' and the President of the Western
Nov. 10, 1971
Baby Girl Bumpous (Mrs. Kentucky
Company
Gas
Bonnie
Bumpous ), Coach headquartered at Owensboro,
We had new squash out of the Estates, Murray.
today announced that the KenDISMISSALS
garden from volunteer vines
of
tucky Chamber Board
November 2, then gathered roses
Miss Cynthia Dawn Compton, Directors has adopted a modified
just before the football parade. 817 Hart Hall, MSU, Murray, position regarding the imposition
But then came the rains and Herbert James Brinn, 809 of a severance tax on minerals by
afterwards the winter weather. Waldrop, Murray, Mrs. Peggy the State of Kentucky.
With November
came my Carol Carraway, 522 S. 7th,
The following is the full position
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
birthday which I tried to resign Murray, Obie Junior Mitchuson, adopted by the Chamber's
myself to by re-reading some Box 71, Dexter, Russell Jennings Board:
TUESDAY—NOVEMBER 16, 1971
Wells, 311 N. 7th, Murray, John
writers prayer:
That the Kentucky Chamber of
"Lord, help me grow old Wyatt Williams, 905 Doran Rd., Commerce, believing (1) that all
gracefully without bitterness
Murray, Leo Patrick Johnson, elements of economic activity
Make me willing to accept Rt.4, Utica, Clarence William should bear their full share of
Burton, Rt. 1, Big Sandy, Tenn., public costs, but also 2) that
changes and new beliefs,
LaD43int & TIMES FILM
Enable me to face without Fred Herndon, Jr., Rt. 4, Murray, severance taxes on depleting
Mrs. Charlie Myers, age 72, died November 14 at her home on
protest Life's inevitable af- Hoy Lee Higgins, Rt. 1, Box 332, mineral resources, if enacted,
Hazel Route Two. Another death reported was Mrs. Effie Jones of
Murray, Mrs. Patricia Bernice are best established on a national
ternoon.
Fontana, California, mother of Mrs. Clarence Horton of Murray.
Then grant me a radiant sunset Johnson, 115 Spruce St., Murray, basis:
Maurice Ryan, Mrs. Quava Beaman, and Mrs. Robert Brown,
Mrs. Mary Ellen Turner, 1110 (a) opposes the imposition of
and a night of peace".
local Girl Scout leaders, are attending the 28th Girl Scout
But I was to learn that bir- Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. Gloria severance taxes by the state of
Regional Conference in Cincinnati, Ohio, today. They made the
thdays can be beautiful.
Jean Cecil and Baby Girl, Calvert Kentucky since this would
one day trip by plane.
The family insisted we o out City, Mrs. Lois_Ward, 112 N. 12th depress econmmic activity in
Gail Brandon, Carl Howard, Frances Armstrong, Eddie Glees,
for dinner. Mr. and Mrs. Rainey St., Murray, Howard Elmus Kentucky in relation to other
Joyce Ahart, Randy Patterson Charles Paschall, Charles Tubbs,
Lovins wanted to ride with us. Perry,204 Pine St., Murray, Mrs. states; and
Ruth Fulkerson, Sue Wilson, Carolyn Parker, Olivia Brandon,
We thought we were going to (Nora Brown Farmer, 109 N. (b) encourages s broad study
and Jerry Dyer are members of the cast-of the senior play;"The
some smorgasbord. Rainey 12th, Murray, Milton McNeal of proposals . for a federal
Worm Shall Squirm",to be November 17 at Calloway County High
insisted we stop by the lovely new Williams, Rt. 5, Murray, Lisha severance tax which - would
School.
country home of the Gene William Wallace, Rt. 1, Dexter, return its revenue benefits to the
The Murray High School PTA has been presented the Gold Leaf
Lovins' a minute.
Mrs. Lorraine Candice Farmer producing states.
membership award.
When we got inside there we (expired), 405 N. 5th St., Murray,
Pied Piper of Peking
found a cheerful fire in the huge Melvin Lee Barnes(From Cony.
HIS HONESTY REWARDED
fireplace, long tables
were Div.)
heaped with a variety of foods
LOS ANGELES
UPI) —
LEDGER
Tiani8 731.111
rivaling smorgasbord menus, November 12, 1971
Andrew Senyei, 26, was driving
and gathered to sing "Happy
to his college classes Tuesday
Mrs. Etta Hopkins,formerly of Dexter, died at the home of her
Birthday" were Gene and Julie ADULTS 86
when a policeman stopped him
daughter, Mrs. Joe Gordon in Denver, Colorado. Funeral and
Lovins and three children,
for allegedly driving through a
burial services will be held at the Palestine Methodist Church in
Jennifer, Kelly, and Eric, Mr. NURSERY 6
stop sign.
Calloway County.
and
Mrs. Oury Lovins, Otis and
The Grand Jury made its report to the Calloway Circuit Court,
Thepatrolman, Robert C.
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Charlie, and Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Oudge Ira Smith, presiding. A.O. Woods was the Grand Jury
Mrs. Jeanne Marie Cruce and Houston, 26, walked over to
besides
Lovins,
and
Mr.
Mrs.
foreman.
Baby Boy, 3002 S. 12th, Murray. Senyei's car and in timeRainey.
Pvt. Bobby Joe Garland is now stationed at Schweinfurt,
honored traffic officer style
DISMISSALS
pleasure
The
reunions
of
such
Germany. He had his basic training at Camp Breckenridge.
Mrs. Linda Neal Guthrie, hunched down to peer through
is.worth
froubla,
the
Officers of the Kirksey Senior 4-H Club are Marilyn Walker,
Route 4, Murray, Mrs.. Norma the driver's window.
8*'Mee'Stacy' cenés for an artistto paint and
A surprise for Christmas Dene Darnell, Route 1, Almo,
Aleta Cunningham. Shelby Parker, Janice Cain, Jo Ellis, and
WEST LIBERTY, KY.—Going hang on his walls.. scenes perfect
The officer remained hunched
worthy of praise is that planned Mrs. Janice Faye Cathey, Route
-Datha Short.
down from the hills to the low for covers of note paper to send
over for several seconds and
Western
patients
for
550
in
2, Murray, Michael Devon
country on a frosty autumn greetings to friends and loved by J. Robert (Rob) Mules
State Hospital. The Director of Westbrook, Route 1, Hickman, then moaned, "Get help." He
morning is quite an experience. ones far from home. scenes
Volunteer
Services,
Mrs. Mrs. Willa Mae Winchester, said he could not straighten up
Starting in Eastern Kentucky perfect for a traveler to view
and pains were shooting
Charlotte Black Welder of
Route 1, Almo .
Members of Future Farmers of
while night still covered the land while going down from the
through his back.
Western
State
Hospital,
It is the Awd's mercies that we are not consumed, because his
Mrs. Robbie Mary Raspberry,
America chapters throughout
made it seem more like childhood mountains to the Bluegrass.
Senyei fumbled with the radio
Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42240 who 401 S. 8th, Murray, Mrs. Peggy
compassions fail not.—Lamentations 3:22.
Kentucky
conducting
are
days and getting up early on On Mountain Parkway
the
asks for gifts of money to buy Rose Coffer, 603 Pine, Murray,Z. microphone in Houston's squad
The fact that a Holy God does not strike dead the railing athiest Christmas morning
than early Master Hand grasped the curtain projects to "build American canteen books for patients.
car. "Am I coming in to the
proves just one thing—not that there is no God—but that the God November and the
B. Crouse, Route 2, Murray, Mrs. right
approach of of night and pulled it aside to communities."
person?" he asked. "Send
Many
people
inspirations
are
to
who is—is merciful far beyond our power of comprehension.
Rita Sue Lovett, Route 1, help,
the Thanksgiving holiday.
await another evening and the This is the second year for the us.
there's an officer injured
Murray,
McClure
Bomar,
Max
Stars that should have been first ray of sunrise struck tops of special program, which has the
Concord's Howard Kline is an Box 34, McKenzie, Tennessee, here."
worn out, pale and tired by early craggy cliffs in the Red River official title of "Building Our
Other officers and an ambuCommunities," example. Just recently returned Larry Clifford Kendall, Route 2,
morning gleamed like new Gorge. Hills that had been dark American
from a Nashville hospital he goes Murray, Mrs. Virginia Louise lance arrived to find Houston j,
(BOAC).
national
A
project,
it
is
straight
pins
used
now
to
tack
night
were
tied
tb*cather
with
cheerfully about with his usual
by Carl Riblet Jr
itni41Litoils, oirkan
It% kneeling ios pain on
the fe,
and dawn together. The moon bright ribbons of many colors being sponsored by the Future smile. He voted,and he attended Nesbitt
..
.. .
— was
, Murray, Mil. 'Jinni /Area pavernern 'Doctors at Glendale 1.
ea bright as gold spun hair on where sunlight flashed against Farmers of America and the
Speakers for Women's Lib voice their scorn when a Christmas doll and the night as autumn trees covered with frost. Farmers Home Administration. theConcord-Hazel basketball Caldwell and Baby Boy, 1813 Adventist Hospital said Houston
game.
•,.,
Belmont, Murray, Mrs. Shelia Jo somehow had pinched a nerve '
they hear a wife referred to as a "helpmate", as lustrous and blue as a velveteen Glints of light sparkled and The FHA is providing technical
He has sold his very popular Suiter and Baby Boy, Route 5,0 in his back when he stooped
knowledge
and
extending
loans
shimmered on trees and hills as
though a helpmate were not just about the most robe with silver braid.
where possible. BOAC projects stove at Concord to Keys Pat- Murray, Mrs. Lillie LaVerne over to look in Senyei's car. He .4
At the edge of Morgan County a morning climbed the sky.
!. precious thing in marriage—like the husband who
being conducted
by terson and Dave Campbell who McAvoy, 1620 Olive, Murray, was later reported resting
first light appeared the window Imagine high ridges fringed are
live in the old Nance home. Waffle Wilson Johnson, Route
.: helps with the dishes, helps with junior, helps with of a farmhouse set oninthe
vocational
classes
5, comfortably.
out-ofand
bench of with autumn-colored trees and
deserves a vacation.
Benton, Mrs. Bevia Morris Jones, Senyei continued
to
his
the midnight snack, and, heaven help him, ties the a hill tuid farther on a farmer rimed white with a coat of frost, school Future Farmers mem- Howard
Locke Montgomery is back Route 1, Kirksey.
classes —without a ticket
knots in his own apron strings.
walked up a hollow toward a all suddenly struck by sunrise. bers.
Kentucky had a Gold Emblem home from the hospital; and
A woman should be shorter, younger, slimmer, barn, milk bucket in one hand, a Hues of orange and red mixed
in the BOAC project at Robert McCage is up and bout
winner
r;r. E7E,c.rea
lantern in the other and a black with light and frost created an
again.
prettier and, of course, smarter than her
.
and white dog lapping at his abstract of rosy pink tones quite this year's National FFA Con- Concord's
Adults Ii Children 50'
Redbirds are
husband.."
.heels.
spell-binding to one who is almost vention. The Fulton County FFA drawing old time crowds to the
—Dictionary of Opinions
chapter, Hickman, received
su,
°per' o
p
Approaching a dip in the cross- a stranger to sunrise.
games.
country highway at Trent in In Clark County dawn had recognition for its project, Eight year old Eric Lovins
Ends Tonite-"It's A Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World"
Wolfe County, moonglow swept traveled from treetops and hills "Youth for Natural Beauty."
seeing the Redbirds play for his
the front of a white barn that has to level ground still pale-green The BOAC program is designed first time, thought them equal to
At 7 30 Only
The exploding growth rate in rivers costs the taxpayers about a curiously designed neon light with ice crystals. As sunlight to help young people become the Globe Trotters.
:this nation and the ever- $250 million a year: Trees, above the door—a modern in- latched onto broad fields they knowledgeable community Sometimes we despair about
increasing consuniption of water shrubs, plants and grass, which novation in the Kentucky hills seemed to glitter as oldtimers le.ders. Classroom instruction in the youth of today with
the long
:are warnings that water shor- beautify property, will protect it somewhat similar to a Penn- said hills near Elliott County's such matters as ecology, en- hair, mini skirts, and
weird
tages, already plaguing many, from this kind of erosion—and sylvania Dutch hex design.
diamond mines sparkled when hit vironment, population growth, Ideas.
characteristics
of
a
viable
commonplace
ALL TIME GREATS
more
become
Near Campton a plume of blue by the sun.
can
help protect and clarify our
But Saturday, as hundreds
lrithout proper planning and priceless water resources.
smoke furled skyward from a The countryside was waking community, analyzing com- stood in the shelter of
awnings
FOR THE PRICE OF I
munity growth, job development
American
the
'attention
There are some periods in the kitchen cookstove and light and by the time Lexington was and rural industry undergirds along Murray streets and wat:Association of Nurserymen
streamed
through a side window reached morning had become
life of trees, plants, shrubs and
FFA chapter activities in which ched the parade of youth jauntily
ZInirns.
grass when a considerable to light a path through the children, schoolbooks, in hand, the community actually
marching in a freezing rain,
"A COCKEYED
becomes
At the present rate of con- amount of water is required, but darkness. There would have to boarding a big yellow bus. Frost
playing their part despite obworkshop
the
for
the
young
ption, the average American
be
a
had
farm
woman
disappeared and with it some
inside the
MASTERPIECE!'
for most of their lives they
stacles, I thought "America can
.10.<1“
. have used 26 million tons of require less than the average kitchen, putting another piece of of the magic, but the countryside people.
, Vo,gt^srer ,,
depend on them."
They
are
encouraged
to
learn
water by the time he is 70 years persons thinks.
was
none
wood
stove,
in
the
the
getting
less
out
the
lovely.
The
Thorough
As
some
poet
said
/=
at
7-7,
at
4‘...
old, and the per capita demand watering when needed, rather big iron skillet stored in the oven, picture now was people and about community facilities and
"So long as there are homes
7:15 rill 9:20 '
for _water is increasing. At the than frequent, limited waterings, then placing thick-slices of cars—another scene, one of resources and to lend their youth::-:7.
where fires burn,
and
help
ful
enthusiasm
in
supply
is
water
same time, our
action in its rightful place as part
thru
'
;
is generally healthier, according country bacon to fry.
Sun.
So
there
long
as
are
homes
projects
that can build the type of
diminishing and the quality of our to
Frost-covered hills made of day.
the nurserymen's association
Mon.
community they will wish to live where lamps are lit and prayers
Sat. <6
water is declining. Many of our
This
particular
autumn
are said,
The Almanac
lakes, big andtsmall, are con- Water conservation is a major
morning coming down from in as adults.
An Ingo lareminger Production
Tue.
Although a people falter
.41
As a former vocational
taminated. Rivers have become national effort and it's one part of
Eastern Kentucky to the
Color by DE 43)1' ....„...1
through
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dark
the
and
International
nations
1
job
Press
United
of
By
improving
and
open sewers in many places.
oso
inkii
Bluegrass is likened to Kentucky agriculture instructor, I am
Panavisione
tuillti
Increasingly, our nation's preserving the environment for a Today is Tuesday, Nov. 16, and its seasons with each facet an naturally pleased to see added grope,
With God, Himself, back of
beaches are being closed and livable world now and for the 320th day of 1971.
integral part of the whole as emphasis being placed on this these little
homes
important subject. But, more
Each Feature Shown Once Nltely
fishing is being curtailed as the generations to come. It all The moon is between its last dawn is part of day.
We still can hope."
depends on you.
quarter and new phase.
important.
I
am
pleased
to
see
result of man's abuse.
Kentuckians are proud of their
But there are ways, the nur- For additional information on The morning star is Saturn. seasons, their summer, autumn, our young people—the citizens of
* ***** * * ****
serymen advise, to help reverse what one person can do to im- The evening stars are Mercu- winter and spring, but they tomorrow—become actively
Ends Tonite
•
which prove and preserve our en- ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
this trend. Ways
revere most of all those between- engaged in projects that will
"BANANAS"(IP)
THEATF1
require about 10 gallons of water vironment, many local nurseries Those born on this day are season surprises like Indian improve and strengthen our
LAST NITE 7:15 9:15
communities.
compared with baths that offer free copies of a new booklet under the sign of Scorpio.
Summer.
TONITE ONLY!!
average 36 gallons Turn water on the subject entitled "It American playwright George Ben Franklin's "Up, sluggard,
Kaufman was born Nov. 16,
off when not directly using it, Depends on You."
Free Drawing for
awake.
Time
enough
for
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HEALTH
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and pipes for leaks
himself opportunity to see such a hospitalization for a bronchial
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Keep a pitcher of cold water in ( UPI I —Clockings were well off Toscanini made his American morning.
infection, celebrated her 75th
the refrigerator for drinking the world records, but the debut.
The Thanksgiving season is birthday Sunday.
rather than running the tap capacity crowd enjoyed Sun- In 1933 the United States and here. Among the blessings for
The widow of former Presiwaiting for the water to come day's swimming meet at a city- the Soviet Union established which to be grateful is Kentucky
dent Dwight D. Eisenhower is
diplomatic
relations.
owned
pool.
cold.
and its magnificent seasons staying with Mr. and Mrs
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more nutritional -and tastes eight European nations
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better.
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carrying tons of top soil. This soil by saying."You are
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plays a major part in con- for more openness and
A thought for today: Scottish
Adults Only
honesty
hijacking was in 1930 when an the $7.5 million Eisenhower
tributing to the 500 million tons of in inter-human
relations and novelist Robert Louis Stevenson F7 on a local flight
George
in Peru was Medical Center, a 140-bed
Starts Tomorrow *
sediment washed into our towards the
huntan being said, "Mankind was never so
commandeered
Removal
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streams each year.
during
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figure."
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South Murray Club
Hears Lesson On
"Fondue Cookery"

THE LEDGER & THINS - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ri3IRTHSJ

TUESDAY—NOVEMBER 16, 1971

M1=-• 1

Mr. and Mrs. Glenn T. Bumpous, Coach Estates, Murray,are
the parents of a baby girl, Dawn
Michele, weighing six pounds
nine ounces, born on Thursday,
November 11, at 8:48 a.m, at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is a graduate
student in the business department at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
L.T. Bumpous of Benton, James
Phillips of Sikeston, Mo., and
Mrs. Mary Harmon of Memphis,
Tenn. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. C.A. Morrison of
Sikeston, Mo., and Mrs. Hyla
Phillips of Oran, Mo.

I C'ooling care
for foodstuffs
general

Tuesday, November 11
Church will hold its
The Dorothy Group of the First meeting at the church library at
Baptist Church BW will meet at ten a.m.
the home of Mrs. Lloyd Jacks at
ten a.m.
Wednesday, November 17
The Nature's Palette Garden
Mrs Ray Moore will teach the Club will meet at the home of
flossion study at the First Baptist Mrs. Eunice Miller at 1:30 p.m.
Church at seven p.m.
The lesson will be on "Landscaping" by Mrs. Miller.
The Lottie Moon Group of the
First Baptist Church will meet at The executive board of the
the church at 6:45 p.m.for a short Kirksey PTA will meet at the
business session prior to the home of Mrs. Jerry Kirkland at
mission study.
one p.m.

The home of Mrs. Paul
Maggard was the scene of the
meeting of the South Murray
Homemakers Club held on
Wednesday, November 10, at ten
o'clock in the morning.
"Fondue Cookery" was the
subject of the lesson presented by
Mrs. Maggard, president, who
prepared a complete lunch for
NEW MEMBERS of the Xi Alpha Gamma
the group from the recipes on the
Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi taking the pledge ritual at the
lesson sheet.
meeting Sunday at the
home of Mrs. Fred Gardner were left to
Mrs. Claude Miller gave the
right, Mesdames Joe
Ginn, Ray Story, Mike Morgan, Richard Ford, Frank
devotion concerning letters on
Robinson,
Jackie Jones, Charles chilcutt. Bruce Thomas,
Thanksgiving and closed with a
and %Whim
Williams.
The Night Owl Homemakers The WSCS of the Coles Camp
prayer. Mrs. T. H. Covington
Club will meet at the home of Ground United Methodist Church
read the minutes and called the
Mrs Steven Delker at 7:30 p.m. will meet at the home of Mrs.
roll with fourteen
members
Charlie Lassiter at 7:30 p.m.
answering
with their "most Michael Roy is the name chosen
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
interesting Thanksgiving". Mrs. by Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hogue of
,f the Rainbow for Girls will meet The Wadesboro Homemakers
Barletta Wrather was a visitor. Mayfield Route Six for their baby
The lovely home of Mrs. Fred cloth with an arrangement a at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m. Club will meet at the home of
During the recreational period, boy, weighing six pounds ten Gardner of North
Hills Sub- yellow and white fall flowers in a
Mrs. Baron Palmer at one p.m.
Mrs. S. C. Colson conducted a ounces, born on Saturday, division was the setting
for the large silver container centering The WSCS of the Martin's
quiz. It was announced that ten November 13, at 8:53 a.m, at the Preferential Tea and
the
table.
All
appointments
were Chapel United Methodist Church The WSCS
Pledge
of the Russell's
members of the club attended the Murray-Calloway County Ritual held in honor
of new of silver and crystal. Fall flower will meet at seven p.m.
Chapel United Methodist Church
area meeting held at Paducah. Hospital.
members corning into the Xi arrangements were used at
will meet at the church at 1:30
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer They have another son, Bobby, Alpha Gamma chapter of
Beta vantage points throughout the The Music Department of the p.m.
demonstrated the leg'stin on age two. The father is employed Sigma Phi.
The specially house.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
"Candle Making". during the at the General Tire and Rubber planned event was held on
As the members departed, a at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with International Reading A
afternoon session. Various Company, Mayfield.
Sunday, November 14 at two- yellow rose was presented to Mesdames Hugh Noffsinger,
Sam elation will meet at the Austin
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. thirty o'clock in the
shapes and sizes of candles were
afternoon. each new member. Yellow and Knight, William Porter, Donald School building at four p.m.
on display. Each member took a Earl Hogue of Mt. Vernon, Ill.,
As members arrived they white are Exemplar colors with
Burchfield, Keith Hays, C.C.
supply of wax to make candles and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rehm assembled in the living
Beginners bridge session for
room the yellow rose being the Sorority If9wry, _ -.and James Rudy
of Mayfield.
for Christmas.
where the pledge ritual was flower.
women of the Oaks Country Club
Allbritten
as
hostesses.
The next meeting will be held
performed. The focus point was Members taking the pledge
will be held at 12:30 at the club.
on Wednesday, December 8, at
the table which was covered with ritual were Mesdames: William
Chinese
Speaking
of
the
The
Calloway
County
11:30 a.m. at the Holiday Inn.
The Baptist Women of the Elm
influence, Donald Brooks, New a white cloth and held a center Williams, Charles Chilcutt, Association for
Retarded
This will be a Christmas party
York designer, even copies the piece of yellow roses. Black and Bruce Thomas, Frank Robinson, Children will meet at the com- Grove Baptist Church will meet
and gifts will be exchanged.
coolie hat. These outsize num- white candles were used at Ray Story, Jackie Jones, Joe munity room of the Murray at the church for the missio
Ginn, Mike Morgan, and Richard Federal and Savings Loan,
bers with their wide brims various parts of the ritual.
7th study program at seven p.m.
An official sorority pin was Ford. The transfer ritual was
sloping
slightly
downward
were
and Main Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
storage
featured in the Brooks collect- presented to each girl taking the administered to Mrs. John Pau&
with Mrs. Betty Tate as guest The J.N. Williams chapter of
Keep potato chips fresh
oath. Mrs. John Emerson, vice- and Mrs. Tony Taylor.
the United Daughters of the
speaker.
and crispy by storing them
president, will be in charge of Members assisting were;Confederacy will meet at noon at
in an air tight metal can.
To dust hard-to-reach areas pledge training.
Mesdames: Isaac Adams, Larry
the Community Room of the
Freshen stale potato chips
under refrigerators and stoves,
Christian
Concerns
Social
The
A ritual was also held for two Contri, John Emerson, Wallace
Federal Savings and Loan
by putting them on a cookwet a large cotton sock, place
transfer members coming into Ford, Fred Gardner, John Hina, Committee will meet at the Company, 7th and Main Streets,
ie sheet in a preheated 300
it over a yardstick, and slide
the Chapter. Mrs. Ray Sims, Gerry Requarth, and Ray Sims.- Douglas Community Center at with Mrs. - W2. Carter, Miss
degree oven until they be- -the
ofick-andet the
7:3öp.ni. The iiiblie- iiiiireette
gin to feel fresh again. If
Mary Williams, Mrs. Hess
If you put detergent on the president, presided in ad- Mrs. Tommy Carraway, unable attend.
you'd like to add flavor
Crossland, and Miss Cappie
the area will be ministering the oaths with other to attend because of illness, will
sock,
damp
sprinkle with garlic or on
receive her pledge ritual at a The Coldwater Homemakers Beale as hostesses.
cleaned as the dust is removed. members assisting.
powder before baking
Following the ritual the group later date
Club will meet at the home of
moved into the den where
Mrs. Hill Adams at one p.m.
Ladies Day Bridge will be held
refreshments were served of
at the Qiiits Country Club at 9:30
************Et***et*
Circle
I
of
the
First
United
punch and coffee, party sanda.m. with Essie Caldwell, phone
Methodist Church WSCS will
wiches and individual cakes. The
753-4920, as hostess. Make
meet at the aUcial hall at two p.m.
table was covered with a white
reservations by Tuesday noon.
A bazaar will be held after the
meeting.
Wednesday, November F7
The
New
Providence The Good Shepherd United
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge
Homemakers club met Tuesday, Methodist Church WSCS will Club will meet at Gleason Hall at
November 9, at one o'clock in the meet at the church at two p.m. seven p.m. For information call
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Wally Swan.
James Puckett. The president The Faith Doran Circle of the
Wier. Unitocl blethochat Church
eaeeLeeet,
bAra.. Larry Curvi
Thorsialy, November is
WSCS will meet at the home of
Miss Sharon Sledd, bride-elect Mrs. Puckett called the mee
District 13 of the Kentucky
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, 1615 Main Nurses
of Ron Hopkins, was honored to order.
Association will have its
100 North 15th St
Across from the
with a household shower held
The devotion was given by the Street, at two p.m. Mrs. Mattie annual meeting at Captain's
Administration Bldg.
t. recently in the home of her leader Mrs. Jim Allbritten. Her Parker and Mrs. An-on Chapman Kitchen at 6:30 p.m.
mother, Mrs. Joe Sledd.
reading was from Psalm 118:1. will be hostesses and Mrs.
All Fall & Winter
The honoree chose to wear a The roll was answered with each Christine Rhodes will have the
The Brass Choir Concert will be
gray crushed velvet suit with member telling what was her program.
held in the Recital Hall of the
print blouse. She was presented most pleasant Thanksgiving
"Teens Who Care" Club will Fine Arts Annex, MSU, at eight
with a corsage of red roses.
Junior & Misses
memory.
meet at the Youth Center, First p.m. No admission charge.
Mrs. Joe Sledd, mother of the
Mrs. Eunice Housden and Mrs Baptist Church, at 7:30 p.m. Dr.
bride, was given a corsage of blue Terry Housden were in charge of
A•111,
Bernard Segal will be speaker.
mums along with Mrs. Otis the months lesson on attractive
MSU Readers Theatre will
All
All interested teenagers are
Wilson, grandmother of the lamps. They had a quiz on home
present "The Prime of Miss Jean
invited to attend.
bride.
lighting and
gave helps one
Brodie" at 7:30 p.m. in the
Mrs. Estelle Adams and Miss should remember when buying
University School Auditorium.
Wranglers
The
Riding
Club
will
Stacy Adams conducted games lamps for the home.
Admission is fifty cents.
sponsor
skating
a
party at the
with prizes being awarded to
The Christmas party that the
Mrs. Jana Haley and Mrs. Jenita club will have in December in the Benton Skateland from seven to
The Murray Sub-district United
Often With Us for Bargains!
Higgins who later presented home of Mrs. Hardirnan Miller nine p.m. A charge of $1.00 per Methodist Youth Fellowship will
skater
will
be
made
and all inthem to the honoree.
•Shop Early With Us for Holidays!
was planned_
meet at Temple Hill Church at
Refreshments of punch, cake, Mrs. Terry Housden and Mrs.lereded persons are avitect
seven p.m.
nuts, and mints were served from Jim Allbritten won the prize for
HOURS: 8 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Phi Delta Kappa will meet in
the beautifully appointed table the games.
Room S-205 of the Applied The Home Department of the
centered with an arrangement of
Use Our Lay-Away or
Refreshments were served by Science Building,
MSU, at four Murray Woman's Club will meet
red roses. Mrs. Mary Fones, Mrs. Puckett to Mrs. Dorval p.m.,
followed at 6:30 p.m. by a at the club house at two p.m. with
Your Bank-Americard
Mrs. Estelle Adams, Miss Stacy Hendon, Mrs. Mavis Elkins, Mrs. dinner meeting
in the Student Rev. A.M. Thomas as the
Adams, and Miss Renee Sledd John Dale, Mrs. Allbritten, the Union Building.
speaker.
Hostesses will be
ff
PLENTY OF PARKING SPACE IN REAR
# served the refreshments.
Mrs. Housdens, Mrs. Opal
Mesdames A.M. Alexander, F.Et.
About thirty guests were Shoemaker, and Mrs. Miller, a The
Christian
Women's Crouch, R.A. Slinker,
visitor, little Miss Karen Dale. Fellowship of the
present or sent gifts.
First Christian Crawford, and Quinton Gibson.

Preferential Tea and Pledge Ritual Is
Held By Xi Alpha Gamma Chapter Sunday

NEW YORK("- Keeping cool, in the current slang
sense, is as important for most
fresh fruits and vegetables as it
is for people, says the United
Fresh Fruit and Vegetable
Assn., a trade organization.
Pre-cooling these foods before
shipment to market helps them
retain their important nutrients. Methods include hydro
cooling, with ice water; vacuum cooling, by evaporation
under reduced pressure; forced
air coding, in which refrigerated air is forced through a
load under pressure; and, icing.
Trains and trucks in transit
with fresh fruits and vegetables
are thermostatically controlled
maintain
optimum
to
temperature.

The Chinese influence is so
strong is the new season's
clothes that about the only
characteristic not yet seen is
the coolie's queue on the
models. Instead, the professionals showing the fashions to
buyers and press liar gone
back to the Hollywood movie
glamour girl types of the 1930s
and '400 for coiffure inspiration. That means long bobs, hair
flowing freely over the shoulders, softly curled at the ends.

Bridal Shower For
Rebecca Wagar At
Barnreuther Home
Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss Rebecca
Wagar, bride-elect of Randy
Cunningham, was the informal
bridal shower held on Sunday,
November 7, at two o'clock in the
afternoon at the lovely lakefront
home of Mrs. John Eiarru-euther,
Sledd Creek Road, Gilbertsville,
maternal grandmother of the
bride to be.
For the event the honoree wore
a gold knit dress and was
presented a gift corsage.
The honoree opened her many
lovely gifts which were displayed
on a table overlaid with a white
cloth which was decorated with
wedding bells.
Refreshments of cake, punch,
mints, and nuts were served by
Miss Jan&Wagar and Mrs. David
Hill, sistA-s of the bride-elect.
Mrs. John Barnreuther was the
gracious hostess for the family
occasion.
The serving table was overlaid
with a white cloth with a centerpiece of white and yellow baby
chrysanthemums.
Yellow
candles and white milkglass
completed the table.
Approximately forty friends
and relatives attended or sent
gifts.
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Noluck? Then make a move to the nearest phone
and find out how SHAPEMAKERS can create ... A NEW
YOU ... BEFORE THE NEW YEAR!
Lose up to 25 pounds or more) before the New Year!
(This year, why not really have something to cele
butte!)

NO PILLS ... DRUGS ... EXERCISE OR
CALORIE COUNTING! At SHAPEMAKERS we do the work ...
while you relax!
RESULTS GUARANTEED IN WRITING'
or your mosey but IOW!)
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION & FIGURE ANALYSIS!
NO OBLIGATION. YOU HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE!(Except Weiteht)

pemaker6
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ft
14

on
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---------

PRE-HOLIDAY SALE
Reduction On Our Regular Fine Merchandise
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Emile Francis Welcomes
Gene Carr To New York

OVC Players Of
The Week Named

birth to a girl shortly before Hockey League last season.
Francis said he would have to
the trade was made, has been
with the Rangers this season, look at Carr in practice
this
week before
scoring two goals and one sessions
assist in 17 games. Murphy was deciding how and where he
with Omaha of the Central would use him. The Rangers
Dupont
and
with are comfortably deep at center,
League
Johnny Quertermous, a 20- from Don Robinson on the second
Providence of the American but they are without Pete
year-old junior member of the hole of a sudden death playoff.
Stemkowski, who developed a
League.
Murray State University golf In the second flight, Lawrence
blood clot in his brain during an
coach
and
the
Francis,
team, is the new match play golf PhIll)ot took the winner's marearly season game against
Ranof
the
manager
general
champion at the Calloway bles with a decisive 6 and 4 win
gers, had been hoping to make Toronto and will be out at least
Country Club.
over Jim Frank. To reach the
deal that would land him two more weeks.
a
Quertermous, son of Dr. and finals, Philpot had eliminated
Lorentz, 24, was rookie of the
Carr
even before the summer
Mrs. John C. Quertermous, 1308 Haron West in the first round, Bill
year in the Central League in
unsuccessful.
but
was
draft,
Wells Blvd., and a product of the Doss in the second and Bob Burke
However, when the Blues were 1968 and was a member of the
Calloway club, defeated his golf in the semi-finals.
able
to win only four of their Stanley Cup champion Bruins
coach at the universlty and the Buddy Buckingham is the third
games this season, they two years ago. Last season with
first
15
defending champion, R. T. flight winner with a win over
St. Louis he had 19 goals and 21
became
open for a trade.
( Buddy) Hewitt, one up in the 36- Howard Koenen in the finals after
"We had Carr rated at the assists, but shows only one
hole final match of the club's eliminating his brother-in-law,
top of our amateur list last, assist in 12 games this season
annual match play tournament Dub Polly, in the semi-finals.
June," said Francis, whose' He's a 6-0, 180-pound left wing.
championship flight.
Buckingham also had a scare
Rangers are unbeaten in their Connelly, a 31-year-old right
He had reached the finals with en route to his flight's chamlast
14 games and lead the East wing, has seen prior service
forfeits from Ken Harrell and pionship when he was forced into
Division
standings. "He's a with Boston, Minnesota and
Chad Stewart in the first two a ,..L%yoff to defeat Jim Duiguid
youngster of tremendous poten- Detroit and has given goals and
rounds and after a narrow squeak in the quarter-finals after
tial and ability. He's very five assists this season.
in his semi-final match with Mike sidelining M. G) Ellis in a firstaggressive
and has a good Egers, 22, was touted as a
Holton, whom he beat on the round match.
coming
superstar
by
the
shot."
fourth hole of a sudden death Sixty-four golfers participated
Rangers when he broke in
Ball,
director
Denis
of
the
playoff.
in the tournament.
Ranger farm system, was even sensationally at the end of the
Winner of the first flight is
more outspoken when he called 1970 season after leading the
Graves Morris, who deafeated
Carr
the greatest prospect he'd Central League with 42 goals.
Circuit Judge James Lassiter in
AUBURN, Ala. UPI — It
He scored three goals for New
seen
in
20 years of scouting.
By
United
Press
International
the finals. Morris had defeated
shouldn't take much guessing to
York in the final six games of
American Conference
Carr, a natural center
Ralph
McCuiston
in
the
first
figure out the offensive player
Young Tolley won the right to
the regular season and added
had
been
moved
East
to
left
wing
on
of the week in the Southeast.
represent the Baltimore Colts in round, Dr. Doug Wallace in the
W. L. T. Pct. His coach describes him as the Garry Unger line by St. three more against Boston in
the nine year old age group by second, and, like Quertermous, Miami
Louis and had but three goals the playoffs, but he suffered a
711.875
"the greatest player I've ever
out-distancing Larry McLin of was subjected to a close call in Baltimore
By RAY MEANS
and
two assists in 14 games. concussion early last season
7
2
0
.778
for 98 yards in 17 tries,
the
semi-finals where he won
been around." Arid the coach of
SAN DIEGO (UPI(—A rookie catching six passes for 77 yards Port Republic, Md., 195't to 172.
However, the 5-11, 185-pounder and hasn't been able to score
New England
4 5 0 .444
the team he beat with four
Last year, as eight year olds,
National Football League half- and completing one for
N.Y. Jets
scored 36 goals and 68 assists much since.
3 6 0 .333 touchdown
33 Larry defeated Michael.
Saturday
passes
back named Mike Montgomery yards.
with the Flin Flon Bombers of Dupont, 22, is an exciting
Buffalo
0 9 0 .000
won't argue.
had to be the happiest man in
the
Western Canada Junior player with a penchant for
Central
On
December
19,
Tolley
will
Coach Sid Gillman gave him
For anyone who couldn't
heavy hitting and Murphy, 21,
San Diego Stadium Monday a game ball and said, "what a travel to Houston , Texas, to
W. L. T. Pct.
quarterback
Auburn
Pat
guess,
was a high draft choice of the
night when Kennis Partee line football player."
Pittsburgh
4 5 0 .444
compete against the other
Sullivan was officially named
Rangers two years ago.
kicked a 45-yard field goal as Cardinals coach Bob Hollway,'divisional winners representing
Cleveland
4 5 0 .444 today as United Press InternaSt. Louis suffered another
the gun sounded.
flow*.ta- stay
Cincinnati
the- Naan-narthe other - AFC teams. The
offensive
Southeast
playtional
setback just before the trade
The kick gave the San Diego Conference
Houston
1 71 1 .125
Eastern DIvISloll competition will take place at the
er of the week.
when it was learned that
Chargers a 20-17 win over the race, said he went
West
BIRMENGHAM, Ala. 1UP!)—
for the halftime of the Houston OilersThe senior from Birmingham NEW YORK (UPI) —The veteran defenseman
St Louis Cardinals, a win onside kick for two reasons:
Noel PiW. L. T. Pct.
San Diego Chargers game. Unbeaten Alabama replaced
continued his assault on the Au- player on the 13 first division card will be out indefinitely
Montgomery almost blew 1:25 "We wanted to gain
612.857
posses- Should Tolley survive this he Georgia as total defense leader Oakland
burn, SEC and NCAA record teams in major league baseball with a severe foot fracture
earlier by fumbling on his 33 sion of the ball and we wanted would then compete for a in the Southeastern Conference Kansas City
6 2 1 .750 books as he kept the Tigers in
have divided up $1.7 million in suffered while he was horsewith a 17-10 lead. But Mont- to run off the clock."
4 5 0 .444
national nine-year-old title at the Saturday as the Crimson Tide San Diego
the conference race with a 35-20 World Series loot.
back riding Sunda-y.
gomery was the hero of the Lee Thomas
Denver
only
180 yards to Mi2 6 1 .251
recovered the Super Boigi in New Orleans on gave up
win over previously unbeaten The commissioner's office
game before he almost became kick on San Diego's 47.
National Conference
ami while Auburn was riddling
Two January 16.
Georgia at Athens.
released
the final
money
the goat, accounting for 208 plays later John Had! hit
East
Gary The young boys plays quar- the Bulldogs for 367 yards.
"If there is a better player statistics Monday and the world SURGERY FOR JOHNSON
yards for the Chargers.
W.
Alabama
has
given
L.
up 2,238
T. Ptc. In the United States, I haven't
NEW YORK (UPI) —Ron
Garrison on the St. Louis 37.
champion Pittsburgh Pirates
terback for the Bel Air Pecoras in
St. Louis middle linebacker time out was
6 2 1 .750 seen him,Johnson, the star running back
called and Partee the Boys Federation Football yards in 10 games for an aver- Washington
Ralph
Tiger
Coach
and
the
American
League
Jamie Rivers recovered and booted his longest
age of 223.8 yards per game. Dallas
6 3 0 .667
for th New York Giants, was
field goal of the league.
"Shug" Jordan said of SulliCid Edwards tied the game 17- year
The Tide also has allowed fewer N.Y. Giants
4 5 0 .444 van, who hap twice before been champion Baltimore Orioles got scheduled for surgery today to
to divvy up $1.1 million of the
17 five plays later with a one- Partee, who
touchdowns, rune, than any oth- St. Louis
4 5 0 .333
repair torn cartilage in his left
had missed six
cited by UP9.. as top offensive funds.
yard plunge with 17 seconds left. of 14 field
er
Philadelphia
satistics
2
team,
6
SEC
1
released
.250
knee. Johnson, who has played
goal tries this year
player
this
fall.
Both
champions
gave
out
31
An onside kick backfired, and one earlier in the game,.
today showed.
Central
"Sullivan is ti
-a greatest play- tun shares with the Pittsburgh only two games this season,
W. L. T. Pct.
however, and Partee's kick won admitted it was his best kick
Georgia is second in the dewill be lost for the rest of the
er Rare ever been around," the share amounting to $18,164.58
7 2 0 .778 veteran coach
fensive category, having allowed Minnesota
it.
added. "He has and the Baltimore share to year.
6 3 0 .667
an average of 227.4 yards per Chicago
"About 20 seconds earlier I when he booted five against
withstood the test of time."
$13,906.46.
5 3 1 .625
game. However, the Bulldogs Detroit
felt so bad I could have New Orleans,
But' Sullivan, as always, gave The playoff losers, Oakland
3 5 1 .375
crawled out of the stadium," The Chargers, who visit
continue to lead in defense Green Bay
much of the credit to his team- and San Francisco, each got
West
Montgomery said. "Then I felt Oakland this weekend, gained
against rushing with an average
mates and coaches
$217,790.66 to divide. However,
W.
L.
it."
T.
Pct. "We felt the offensive
so good I can't describe
of 89.3 yards. Tennessee is sec389 yards and improved their
line a full share for the Oakland
6 3 0 .667
San Francisco
Starting in place of veteran record to 4-5. St. Louis, now 3-6, PHILADELPHIA (UPI) — Gild at 106.6.
would be the key because we Players was worth $6,365.58
5 3 1 .625 had to
Mike Garrett, the 6-foot-2, 20.5- gained 346 yards in the losing Johnny Sample, a former In passing defense, idle Van- Los Angeles
prove we could run the while a San Francisco full
on
phtiedelphts
hosts
effort
and
the
Atlanta
4
stood
4
Montgomery
1
.500
pound
defensive back in the National derbilt held on to the lead with
ball and we had to prove we share was worth $6,198.29
3 4 2 .429
Cardinals on their ear. running Sunday
Football League, pleaded in- an average yield of 95.4 yards New Orleans
could score," he said.
because the Giants included
Monday'd Results
- no:went Monday to charges of per game, with LSU second at
"When we scored on the first more players in their winnings.
San
Diego
20
St
Louis
17
third
at
Alabama
97
yards
and
possession of and cashing
irive we all relaxed a little bit The shares for the other
(night)
checks which had been stolen 98- 1.
and we managed to avoid those National League teams included
Team offense leaders re- (Only game scheduled)
from the mails.
little penalties that can kill $1,140.28 for Los Angeles,
Sunday's Games
mained unchanged with Alayou.
$1,101.02 for St. Louis, $278.04
U.S. District Judge Daniel bama the top rushing club with Dallas at Washington
"The line gave me plenty of for Atlanta, $138.73 for Chicago
Huyett III said Sample's trial 3,287 yards for an average of Denver at Kansas City
Reach
time and all the receivers did and $134.43 for New York.
in federal court will begin ihP
--- 328.7 per game and Georgia Detroit at Chicago
for
a
great
job,"
Sullivan
said.
The shares for the. other
first week of February.
second with a 302.9-yard aver- Houston at Cincinnati
"When Terry Beasley turned a American League clubs includBaltimore
at
Miami
age.
sam10-yard curl into a 70-yard ed $1,182.90 for
--W-ffidictment cnarged
Detroit,
Auburn holds down both the Minnesota at New Orleans
touchdown on a great individual $1,168.24 for Kansas City,
ple with cashing 25 Treasury
New
England
at
Cleveland
ofpassing
and
total
offense
more
totaling
effort, we all felt we had some 9286.57 for Chicago and $294.32
checks
INVINCIRL f rtl i/XF
fense leads with 2,125 yards New York Giants at Pittsburgh
breathing room."
for Boston.
than $7,000 and with possessing' passing for an average of 236.1 New York Jets at Buffalo
Georgia Coach Vince Dooley
a stolen commercial check for per game and 3,543 yards over- Philadelphia at S,t Louis
summed up Sullivan and his
$1,666.
all—an average of 393.7 yards. San Diego at Oakland
performance against the BullSample, who played with the LS1/ is a close second in total San Francisco at Los Angeles
dogs.
New York Jets, Baltimore Colts offense with 393.2 yards per (Only games scheduled)
"We were simply beaten by
and Pittsburgh Steelers, was game while Florida is a distant
Monday's Game
Phone 753-127z
the best I've ever seen. Sulliarrested last July 14 at the second in passing with an aver. Green Bay at Atlanta (night)
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
van was a superman having a
ticket agency he operates here. age of 186.8 yards.
(Only game scheduled)
We Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Bad
super day."

NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( UPI)— six points per game. The kickThe Ohio Valley Conference of- er also shares the OVC season
fensive player ,of the week is record of 10 field goals with
Western Kentucky's Clarence Stan Watts of Murray.
With 10 field goals and 18
Jackson, who set an OVC single
game rushing record last week- extra points, Nolan ranks second in total conference scoring,
end against Butler.
The defensive honor went to exceeded only by Eastern KenJim Youngblood of Tennessee tucky's Jim Brooks, who has
played 10 season games, com---Tech.
Jackson gained 297 yards in pared to eight for Nolan.
37 carries to lead the Hilltop- Dave Schaetke of Morehead
miehael (' Tolle,
pers to a 31-0 shutout over But- is the total offensive leader
ler. The 175-pound sophomore with 1,167 yards in eight games
tailback from Knoxville scored —973 yards passing. Schaetke's
three touchdowns for the Top- per-game average computes to
145.8 yards.
pers.
Youngblood had 13 tackles Rick McGlothin of East Tenand five assists, and knocked nessee is the league's leading
down one pass, in Tech's 37-12 passer with 1,299 yards in nine
victory over Austin Peay. The games. He has 98 of 214 atjunior linebacker is from Jones- tempts, with 11 interceptions.
The leading rusher is Richard
boro, S.C.
Kicker Kenny Nolan of Mid- Fisher of Murray, who has
nine) ?.ai old
dle Tennessee State has the carried 203 times in nine games Michael C. Tolley,
Mrs. Harok (1 ucl)
best scoring average of any for a total 981 yards—an aver- son of Mr. and
Tolley of Be! Air, Md , and
player in the conference with age of 4.8 yards a carry.
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
Tolley of Murray and Mn. I ena
Rivers Cummins of Arlington,
captured a first place in the
divisional AFC Ford sponsored
Punt, Pass and Kick competition
Baltimore Colts
held at the
stadium.

Quertermous Wins
Club Match Play

Captures
First In
PPK Meet

Montgomery Leads
Chargers In 20-17
Win Over St Louis

NFL Standings

By MARTIN LADER
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI) —Emile
Francis, who has got just about
everythiN he could have hoped
for so far this season, landed
another prize today when he
welcomed rookie forward Gene
Carr to the New York Rangers.
Carr, a 20-year-old who was
pick
the
fourth
in
last
Hockey
National
summer's
League amateur draft, was
acquired
the
Rangers
by
Monday along with veterans
Jim Lorentz and Wayne Connelly in a seven-player deal with
the St. Louis Blues. Moving to
St. Louis are left winger Jack
Egers, right winger Mike
Murphy and defenseman Andre
Dupont along with a player to
be named later.
Only Egers, whose wife gave

Sullivan Named
SE Offensive
Player of Week

Alabama Takes
Lead In Total
Defense In SE

Leagues Split Up
World Series -Wai

amp e rieaas -

Innocent To
Check Charges

This is

KEN LAKE STATE
RESORT PARK

KING

Will remain Open during
the Winter months for lodging
and dining.

EDWARD

WALLIS DRUG

Plan Your Thanksgiving
Dinner With Us!
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Maple

CRASS FURNITURE

Phone 753-3621

MINIMUM 25% DISCOUNT
ON ENTIRE STOCK!!

BROYHILL SOFAS — REDUCED by '1000
'to '150'
HIGH-BACK VELVET CHAIRS from '89"
* RECLINERS from '5995
MIS-MATCH BEDDING '6995

•
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By BILL MADDEN
Oklahoma, Michigan arid AlaUPI Sports Writer
their
retained
also
bama
NEW YORK (UPI) --And respective second, third and
then there were six.
fourth positions.
Auburn's 35-20 triumph over
The Sooners, who will get
Soon he probably will move Georgia last Saturday cut the
their
chance for No. 1 on
his family to San Francisco. nation's
top unbeatens by one, Thanskgiving Day when they
There is talk he will become a
but the Tigers were unable to entertain Nebraska, polled
creative writer.
advance in the United Press three first place votes after
"Instead of thinking about it,
I would have to work on it," he International Board of Coaches trouncing Kansas State, 56-10.
ratings
said.
Michigan (No. 3) and Alabama
Top ranked Nebraska rolled
"I don't know if I can. I
(No. 4) got the two remaining
over Kansas State, 44-17, and first place nods as both
haven't done it.
"I haven't written any fic- retained its No. 1 spot with 30 continued winrung, the Wolvetion. I guess most of what I've first place votes from the 35written is arguments." Not to member coaches board and
defend a position or philosophy
but "the logical unfolding of
points, to take a couple
premises and discuss them. I'd
much rather give impressions,
I guess."
A San Diego Charger athlete
NEW YORK
) -The
who played against this fine, United Press International top
outside receiver at various 20 major college football teams
points in his career and was the with first place votes and woncorner back aligned across lost records in parentheses:
from him in the Jet-Charger
Tenth Week
game two seasons ago judged Team
Points
him as more than a catcher.
1. Nebraska (30) (10-0)
345
"I thought had one of my 2. Oklahoma (3) (9-0)
better games for a guy who 3. Michigan (1) (10-0)
252 1
caught nine passes," remem- 4 Alabama (1) (10-0)
245 1
bered Joe Beauchamp. "I 5. Auburn (9-0)
239 1
knocked him down; I knocked 6. Penn State (9-0)
172
him out of bounds. When I 7. Notre Dame (8-1)
108'
knocked him down, he got up 8. Arizona State
75
(8-1)
and caught the ball.
9. Georgia 9-1)
71
'We talked. He would say, 10.
Colorado (8-0)
29
'Nice cover.' I'd say, 'Nice
11. Tennessee (6-2)
17
catch.' When he was playing,
13
even if it was a running play, he 12. Toledo (10-0)
11
ran your butt off dovmfield. 13. Houston (7-2)
10
When it was time for them to 14. Texas
5
call a pass play, you were 15: Michigan State 6-4)
coughing and wheezing. He was 16. Southern California ) 6-4) 4
17. North Carolina (8-2)
3
ready to run."
18. Louisiana State ( 8-3)
2
10. tie) Arkansas (
)
1
I tie) Stanford i 7-3)
1

By RICK SMITH
Copley News Se nice

In 1971 the New York Jets are
a bunch of guys who aren't
playing this week.
This concerns one of them,
and his name it Joe Nemeth,
and his proposition is not week
to week. It's forever.
Namath is the one Gotham
misses the most. But before his
knee was torn up in Tampa,
Fla., three months ago, the Jets
already had been mortally
wounded by the loss of another
gifted individual.
His name is George Sauer
and football should not forget
him. He ran those little "out"
patterns, hugging the sideline
and grasping Namath passes
for yards and touchdowns.
The Jets are now limping and
tired. It is easier to remember
them when they had Sauer.
It was 1969. He didn't seem
very fast or overpowering but
be ran his routes like someone
whose entire life was predicated on making those
maneuvers.
Now he is gone from the
game, having turned his back
on it earlier this year, at 27. Not
because he didn't love the
game; he did. He just couldn't
abide what went into putting
the game on the field
Quietly he assesses his life
these days. Quietly on the telephone, from his apartment in
Flushing, N.Y., not far from
where he played, Sauer accommodated an intruder.
His friends say he has an
aversion to publicity. One also
hears that he felt so uncomPHILADELPRIA (ATI) —
fortable authoring an article
about himself he refused an of- Tight end Harold Carmichael
fer of $8,000 from a major pub- will be lost to the Philadelphia
lication to undertake a project Eagles for the rest of the
of this nature.
season because of torn knee
His voice was higher than ex- ligaments suffered in Sunday's
pected but soft. It evoked 20-7 loss to Dallas.
thoughts of a wind blowing on a
Carmichael, a 6-foot-8 rookie
dark night somewhere out on from Southern University, was
the plains of Texas, where he one of the Eagles' top
pass
grew up.
receivers since taking over the
-I still like watching foottight end job from Gary
ball," he said. "I remember
watching the Bears on TV in Ballman, who was moved to
Waco in 1950. When Red wide receiver.
The Eagles said Kent KraGrange came on, it was 12
o'clock and they kicked off. No mer, obtained from the MinneTV time-outs. Blanda was play- sota Vikings earlier this year.
It was about the time he wtAiggoviin canatchael's place
next Sunday against the Cardincame up. The games seem
als in St. Louis. Ballman also is
get over quicker."
"I follow them," he spoke of out with an injury.
Fred Hill, a veteran tight end
his former teammates. '"Ibey
lost Al Atkinson a few days ago who has been on the injured
but a couple weeks ago Philtin list. may be reactivated.
and Elliott. When you-lose a dynamic duo like that... I know
what the Jets' record is but I
don't even know what the
standings are."
Football, although he backed
NEW YORK (UPI) —The
away from it, never is far from
Athletic
him. All he has to do is listen to National Collegiate
the radio, watch television or Association certified 18 bowl
football games. They are:
read the newspapers.
Alonzo Stagg, Chicago, Nov.
An extremely well-merchandised product, the NFL, some- 25; Knute Rockne, Atlantic
one pointed out. "It's sold all City, N.J., Nov. 26; Camelia,
right," he replied. "It sure as Sacramento. Calif., Dec. 11;
hell isn't soft sell."
Grantland Rice, Baton Rouge,
He spoke of Chuck Hughes. La., Dec 11; Pioneer, Wichita
and the life from which he was Falls, Tex., Dec. 11; Boardjust taken and the pity symp- walk, Atlantic City, N.J., Dec.
toms of his disease could not 11; Sun, El Paso, Tex., Dec. 18;
have been discovered sooner. Pasadena, Pasadena, Calif.,
"The last two minutes of the
Dec. 18; Liberty, Memphis,
game," he noted of Chuck's en- Tenn., Dec. 20; Fiesta, Phoenix,
trance in Detroit's contest with Ariz., Dec. 27; Tangerine, WHEELER WINS RACE
—Bob
Chicago. "They're driving. Orlando, Fla., Dec. 28; Peach, NEW YORK (UPI
That's when all the tension is Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 30; Gator, Wheeler, a 19-year-old Duke
on; it's running high.
Jacksonville, Fla., Dec. 31; Sophomore, scored an upset
"The games were fun. It was Astro-Blue Bonnet, Houston, victory in the 63rd annual IC4A
the pressure that wasn't."
Tex., Dec. 31; Orange Miami, Cross Country Championships
He has picked up a football Fla., Jan. 1; Sugar, New Monday with a winning time of
occasionally since he left. "But Orleans, La., Jan. 1; Cotton, 24:27. Wheeler finished in
playing catch isn't being in- Dallas, Tex., Jan. 1, and Rose, front of
Villanova's
Dale
volved in the game."
Wright, who was timed in 24:29,
Pasadena, Calif., Jan. 1.
and Marty Liguori, who was
clocked in 24:30.
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over Purdue and the notch this week.
Crimson Tide 31-3 over Miami Notre Dame, which had more
(Fla. )
offense problems in stopping
Penn State, which whipped Tulane, 21-7, moved up to No. 7.
North Carolina State, 35- But the Irish will have to get by
3, for
ninth
vic- ISU at Baton Rouge this
tory
a
loss, Saturday if they are to
without
will probably have to wait until entertain any major bowl
after the Nebraska-Oklahoma hopes.
clash and the Alabama-Auburn Arizona State was up a notch
rnatchup on Nov. 27 before to No. 8 while Georgia's loss to
improving on its No..6 ranking. Auburn dropped the Bulldogs to
Georgia's loss enabled the ninth. Colorado, a 40-6 winner
Nittany Lions to move up one over Oklahoma State, corn-

its

pleted the top 10.
Tennessee, idle last week,
inched closer to the top 10 at
No. 11 and unbeaten Toledo
moved up a place to 12th after
rolling to its 33rd straight win,
43-0 over Marshall.
Following the rockets were
Houston (13th), Texas (14th),
Michigan State (15th), Southern
California (16th) and North
Carolina (17th). ISU returned
to the rankings this week at No.
18 after defeating Mississippi

Major College
Grid Ratings

I

night
THURSDAY - NOV. 18 -- 5 PM to 9 PM

10% Discount
On All
Purchases

(7-2)

Carmichael Out
For This Season

$100.00 Free
In Gift Certificates
•$50 Gift Certificate
•$25 Gift Certificate
•Two $10 Gift Certificates
•$5 Gift Certificate
• Murray Electric Car

Free
Candy
For The
Youngsters
VALUABLE
Register

REGISTER FREE DURING
KUHN'S BIG FAMILY
NIGHT CELEBRATION

COUPON
Here.,,t

I.)

to

NAME

'
t

ADDRESS
STATE

TOWN
1

DRAWING TO BE HELD THURSDAY NIGHT
NOVEMBER 18, 1971 - 8:45 P.M.
DEPOSIT A T YOUR KUHN VARIETY STORE
IN RECEPTACLE PROVIDED IN STORE

Here's A Sample Of The Specials
Offered During Our Family Night Sale!
FIRST QUAL!

Fresh Kentucky Lake

Catfish
Kentucky Country

All You Can Eat
5225

Ham
Orders
Barbecued Pork
Plate Lunches '1"
Family style Dinners 51"
s1"
Seafood Dinners
Sandwiches Were 45' NOW 25(
Pit

1'7

(use are just a few of the Specials on our Menu.

Above prices good all week.

KENTUCKY LAKE LODGE
RESTAURANT Aurora, Ky

or
BROCK

TWO-PAIR PACK

CHOCOLATE
COVERED

CHERRIES
PACK

OR

PACKS
TWO-PA If

00
NE 1,

:l

ilw,h.at4t)JiM

3BOXESI00
NET

yFirst qualityp
can't

BASKETBALL STATUS
NEW YORK (UPI) —Nine
colleges have been elevated to
University Division "major"
status for the 1971-72 basketball
season. The schools are Boise
State, Northern Arizona, Ball
State, Indiana St., Illinois St.,
Southwestern Louisiana, Oral
Roberts-, South Alabama and
Stetson.

hose. A

bargain

pass up.

WRIST
WATCHES

LIMIT 3

ANTI-FREEZE

""•r

Enjoy the beautiful world of fish and water
LIVING WORLD"' Complete Aquarium.
with
in one package: filter, heater,
Aquascaaerse aquarium plants, guide-books
and more The best of everything you need
from Metaframe, the world's largest manufacturc., aquariums arld aquarium products.

the
Complete

PETTY'S RECORD
DAYTONA BEACH (UPI) —
Richard Petty, who clinched his
third NA.SCAR Grand National
Driving Championship Sunday,
will become the first NASCAR
driver to top the $300,000 mark
in a single season Petty has
currently won $274,180 and is
guaranteed another $20,000 before the season ends.
$1 MILLION HORSE SALE
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) —A
total of 127 horses were sold at
the opening of the 28th annual
Keeneland Fall Breeding Stock
Sale Monday for a total of
$1,395,600. The top individtlal
price was $107,000 for a fouryear-old daughter of Gunbow.

NABISCO

PANTY HOSE

!

CLOSING FOR THE SEASON
November 21, 1971

State, 28-3 and the final spot in
the top 20 resulted in a tie
between Arkansas and Stanford.
Four of the top five teams
will be idle this weekend as
only Michigan is scheduled. The
Wolverines will try to complete
the regular season unbeaten
when they entertain arch-rival
Ohio State. Win or lose, they'll
still be going to the Rose Bowl
New Year's Day to challenge
last year's winner, Stanford.

305

NCAA Certifies 18
Bowl Football Games

414
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Sauer recalls Nebraska Holds On To First; Only Six Unbeaten Teams Left
rifles 20-17
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Gallon Complete Aquarium
Complete Aquarium
Complete Aquarium

$44 95-15 Gallon
$54 95-20 Gallon

••••

Jeweled watches including
*AI some mens calendars.

Downtown
•,.

With stop leak action.

Murray, Ky.
VARIETY STORE
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MAN AND MEDICINE

Micirught. Sixty-year-old man
awakens with sharp pain in the
chest. Doctor called_ "Go to the
emergency room." Ambulance
ride follows. Patient arrives at
hospital gray, ashen, pale,
sweaty, gasping with pain,
barely able to give his name.
Pulse weak and irregular,
blood pressure very low.
Cardiogram shows changes.
Diagnosis: heart attack.
Treatment: to be given in ICU.
What's an ICU? It's the area
in most good hospitals which
deal with aeute problems in
which seriously ill patients can
be observed and treated.
The ICU is based on a simple
iciea: although there are a
peat many things which can
go wrong with one's body, there
are a fairly small number of
changes in physiology which
octually cause death. The ICU
has been designed for monitoring and treating these changes.
It puts critically ill patients
in a special environment under
the care of a carefully trained
staff which pays close attention
to the minute changes that take
place in the physiology of the
acutely ill patient. By doing so,
many unfortunate events can
be anticipated and prevented,
rather than having to be
treated after they occur. ICU
stands for "intensive care
unit."
At first glance, the ICU
seems impossibly complicated,
even to a doctor if he hasn't
-seen one before_ There are just
a few patients, perhaps 4 or 5 to
a unit, and about one nurse to
each two patients. There is a
troad array of electrical equipment, which is used to report
and sometimes to record the
condition of each patient at all
times. There are machines to
pump fluids into the patient and
others to suck unwanted body
secretions out.
There are devices to assist
mechanically the breathing of
the patient, machines which
will provide adequate breathing even for the patient who
cannot breathe at all for himself. There are medicines and
supply cabinets which contain
all the miracles of modern
medicine. An ICU is a place
where the best in medical care
is instantly available.
All of this has come about
since the 1950s. Then, alarmed
by the scarcity of nurses, a
number of hospitals turned attention to arrangements by
which one nurse might closely
monitor one or two seriously ill
patients.
Their earliest intensive care
units were developed for the seriously 11.1 heart patients and it

is these units which are most
numerous today. Over the
years, all kinds of electronic
devices have been developed to
make easier the task of the
nurse who is observing one or
two patients closely.
The basic part of an intensive
coronary care unit ( ICCU) for
heart patients, is the cardioscope-pacemaker. This is a
machine like a cardiograph
which shows in electrical patterns the way the heart is working. While the cardiograph
prints out its pattern on paper,
the 'scope is a TV tube on which
the nurse or doctor can see instantly the pattern that the ailing heart produces.
Also, these machines can be
set to announce each heartbeat
with a loud click, and to buzz if
a heart stops So itis possible
for a nurse to sit at the bedside
or even at a console in the
nurses' station and monitor the
condition of the heart of each of
several patients
But this is not all the ICCU
provides. A major cause of
death from heart disease is a
disturbance of the rate end
rhythm of the heart known as
fibrillation. The ICCU provides
a means to detect fibrillation
when it first occurs and even
better — to treat it. Because of
this bit of technology, over-all
death rates frorn heart attacks
in many hospitals have been
cut in half in the last 10 years.
Nor is the ICCU for heart patients the only type. There are
intensive care units with special equipment for patients
with acute respiratory problems, for neurosurgical problems, and even for pediatric
diseases. Each special unit is
staffed with doctors, nurses
and technicians who have special training for the specific
problems of the unit. Each unit
contains equipment to detect
and announce problems almost
before they arise.
Rack to our patient with a
heart attack In about the time
it has taken you to read this,
that patient has come under the
care of the ICU staff He has
been begun on treatment, connected to his monitors, had his
breathing unproved by a ventilator, his pulse strengthened by
drugs and his pain eased. He
dozes peacefully now, sedated
and comfortable When he
wakes ma day or so, he'll find
himself in the latest medical
wonderland, the ICIJ.
inancial crises facing U.S.
colleges and universities may
affect accreditation criteria,
say members of the National
Commission on Accrediting.
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Dismas House Is Halfway Home For Former Convicts

Intensive care
units save lives
By IRWIN C.POLK,M.D.
Copley News Service
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Son's dilemma calls

for parental aid
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Am I some kind of nut? My husband
says we should ignore the news that our 18-year-old son [I'll
call him "Bud") and his girl friend, who has just turned 17,
are about to become parents.
Bud doesn't want to marry the girl, but she is going to
keep the baby anyway.
Bud is working, but is making poor wages. However, he
said he paid some of her doctor bills, but he hasn't contributed lately because the girl refuses to see him. She is from
a very poor family and is motherless, and I feel certain she
needs help.
What do responsible parents do? I can't believe we
should just sit back and ignore the whole thing. We can well
afford to help her financially. Can you advise us?
BUD'S MOTHER

tty Dust: Thompson
State News Bureau
LOUISVILLE, Ky. —A 100year-old church building in the
old part of downtown Louisville,
having served its purpose as a
place of worship, is currently
being used as Dismas House—a
temporary home for ex-convicts
re-entering society.
The house, named after
Dismas the thief of the CTOSS, was
originally begun in 1964 by the
Knights of Columbus. It was
operated until January 1970,
when a shortage of funds forced a
brief closing.
The Kentucky Crime Commission issued a $25,000 grant in
1970,
June
calling
for
reorganization. Another $17,000
award was issued last May 1, and
Gov. Louie B. Nunn recently

Outstanding
Librarians
Are Named

announced 8 third subsidy of
$45,00 to cover future operation of
the facility.
The purpose of Dismas House
is to get residents accustomed to
the outside world—"a world that

`Can-can'
wasn't all
CHICAGO(UPI) — The idea
of canning food originated in
France and came about because of a contest.
In 1795, according to Encyclopaedia _ opritannica, the
French government was having
a revolution at home and a war
with several European nations.
Consequently, there was an
acute need of food supplies for
the military.
The government offered a
prize of 12,000 francs for the
discovery of a practical method
of food preservation. The prize
was not won until 1809 when
Nicholas Appert, a Parisian
confectioner, displayed an
assortment of food preserved
in giass bottles.
Appert's method was to put
The bottled food -in boiling
water for varying lengths of
time. The same principle underlies food preservation today, the development of conditions within a food that are
unfavorable for the growth of
ilage organisms.

has passed them by," according offices and a picture of Dismas,
to Charles P. Eastland, executive painted by a former resident.
room was
upstairs
An
director of Dismas.
When entering Dismas House, refurnished into a library while
residents carry their possessions the basement floor includes
in a paper bag, wearing the only another television area, showers
clothes they own. They usually and living quarters.
The Louisville "halfway"
have $20.
After arriving, they are given house is the only one of its kind in
social security and selective Kentucky although there are
service cards, a driver's license numerous ones in surrounding
and an opportunity for em- states (Ohio, for Instance, has
houses in Akron, Dayton,
ployment.
Eastland, noting that Dismas Columbus, two in Cleveland and
House has already served 190 four in Cincinnati).
At a regional crime comformer prtsoners, said the employment positions have included mission meeting in Frankfort
construction work, bus boys, last month, interest was exlaundrymen, cooks and elec- pressed by Covington, Lexington
and Danville officials in having a
tricians.
In
its first 10 months of similar program.
"Lexington has an ideal place
operation, there were only 24
residents living at the house. at Kentucky Village for one,"
Eastland said the capacity was Eastland said. Governor Nunn
Increased to 30, and gave credit closed KV last month, once a
for
1000
juvenile
for the additional space to the home
delinquents. The 23 buildings on
residents.
"At one of our weekly the 400-acre campus in northern
meetings," he said, "the Fayette County have an inresidents all agreed to make the definite future, according to
George Perkins, commissioner of
fourrnan rooms into five-man
Child Welfare.
quarters if it meant releasing
more people from prison.,'
The men are usually free to
come and go as they wish. They
leave for work early in the
morning, return for lunch, then
back to work before returning
that evening. They also may sign
out for weekends to visit families
or friends in the state
Application to Dismas House is
voluntarily made by state
prisoners after receiving parole.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ....The
the federal prisoners, which are Governor's Fifth Conference on
paid for in a contract with the Occupational Health and Safety
Federal Bureau of Prisons, serve will be held Dec. 2 at Stouffer's
the last 120 days of their sen- Inn. The conference will deal
tences at Dismas.
primarily with the new Public
"The pay has ranged from $75:- Law 31-596 recently passed by
a-week to one $15,000-a-year Congress.
position," said Eastland.
It is anticipated that the
—
A report on the facility's first Kentucky legislature will pass
year in operation showed that corresponding legislation and
some 75 per cent of Dismas this conference will point up the
residents were successful in responsibilities of the employee
finding a role in the community, and rights of the employe to
while only 25 per cent had to be assist firms in understanding and
returned to an institution either complying with the new act.
from parole violation or repeated
Headline speakers for the meet
offense.
are Dr. Marcus Key, assistant
When Dismas House opened surgeon general and Cois M.
Aug. 11, 1970, Eastland expected Brown, assistant regional adthe residents' stay to be four ministrator for the U.3.
months. "The average stay now Department of Labor, Atlanta
is about two and a half months." region.
The longest stay was 209 days, Tom Smith, director of public
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FRANKFORT, Ky. —The
commonwealth's outstanding
librarians for 1971 were named
by the Kentucky Library Trustee
Assn. at the annual convention of
the Kentucky Library Assn
(KLA) held
recently
Louisville.
Awards in the fields of public
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I recently visited a mar- libraries, school libraries,
riage counselor for advice on saving our marriage
academic libraries and special
During the course of the counseling, we learned that the libraries were presented by
counselor had been married twice, and is presently in the Vernon
Cooper,
Hazard,
OLYMPIA, WASH.
process of getting his third divorce.
president of the
Library
(UPI): City officials have
Now my wife wonders just bow goad a marriage counTrustee Assn.
replaced a number of
selor is who can't solve his own marital problems What is
new nickel and dime
The
outstanding
public
your thinking on the subject?
parking meters with oldlibrarian of the year is Mrs.
CONFUSED IN CALIFORNIA
er models that take penGenevieve Livingston of Frank- nies—because of PresiDEAR CONFUSED: One should not assume that 11 fort, head of the acquisition
dent Nixon's wage-price
order for a doctor to practice good medicine he himself section at the Department of
freeze. City Supervisor
must exemplify good health. However, in matters of coun- Libraries. Mrs. Livingston has
Eldon Marshall was adseling. one would naturally have more confidence in
vised by the Internal
win- been with the department for 17
Revenue Service that a
ner, so I think your wife's skepticism is understandable
years.
complaint had been filed
Miss Laura K. Martin, retired
by an unnamed citizen,
DEAR ABBY: You told "CRIES A LOT" to take her library science professor at the
who noted the price of'
doctor's advice. [He said, "So everyone knows you're a University of Kentucky, was,
parking
had jumped
crier. Don't let it bother you. Look at it this way, you will named outstanding school
from five to 10 cents an
hour
never have an ulcer or a nervous breakdown because you librarian. Having completed 30
on the netv meters.
The old meters give mocan express your emotions."I
years at UK, Miss Martin plans to
torists
the option of
I think you're both wrong. I was the same way. Only I continue work on a project inrenting space at the rate
let it go longer than I should have, which caused severe vestigating the effectiveness of
of 12 minutes for a pendepression. I went to a general practitioner and he didn't do school library practice.
ny.
a thing for me. I finally went to a psychiatrist and one visit
The award for outstanding,
to that wonderful doctor was all it teak. He told me I had a technical librarian was presented
hormone deficiency and he gave me some medicine After a to Miss Doris Batliner of
XMAS PACKAGE DEADLINE
couple of months. I. feit beittrr than I had ever felt in my Itouisville
Miss Etatliner is
minutes."
' relations tor Associated
life
InWASHINGTON (UPI) —The the shortest five
librarian for Chemetron CorEastland explained the shor- dustries of Kentucky, and
Postal Service 'said today that
Now I am enjoying great success in a business I would poration.
all holiday parcels to be mailed test stay. "One inmate came in, chairman of the conference,said,
never have dreamed of entering six months ago
Mrs. Kate Irvine, of the
to servicemen overseas under hsaid he was going to get a pack of "We are very fortunate to have
HAPPY IN SAN ANGELO, TEXAS ieference
department
of the
SAM (Space Available cigarettes and we haven't seen these two very highly regarded
Margaret I King Library at the
men from Washington who art
Mail)
plan must be posted by him since."
DEAR ABBY. I can sympathize with "Cries a lot." I'm University of Kentucky, was
Ages of the residents have familiar with the new act.
emotional too, and had the same problem. I went to my named outstanding college and Friday.
"We are further honored,"
SAM offers postage-free ranged from 17 to 71.
obstetrician-gynecologist and he gave me a gigantic dose of reference librarian.
The church sanctuary, built Smith added,"to have Gov. Louie
delivery overseas, with the
estrogen, which ready put me back on my feet in one visit.
In addition to the four outmailer paying only enough to about 1870, is the only part of the B. Nunn as our luncheon
I'm still very emotional, however. Beautiful music realstanding librarian awards, Mrs.
ly gets to me. And when I see others cry, I join them.
cover domestic handling. The building not actively used. speaker."
Gladys Bridges, of Pulaski
I have a remedy which often helps. I pull out my keys
service also announced that the Resembling an auditorium only The one-day conference opens
recognized for her
and run my fingers along the grooves and try to memorize County, was
PAL (Parcel Airlift) deadline is because of its stained glass with registration at 8:30 a.m. and
the dips and rises. It seems to take the edge off my emo- outstanding service as a library Nov. 26. PAL is the regular windows, it is used as a storage will conclude with a conference
The Pulaski County
summary. All speakers will be
tionalism. Once I didn't have a key, so I counted the holes trustee.
domestic postage rate plus 11 place.
Public Library Board of Trustees
The math floor includes dining available between sessions for
in the insulation. That worked too
for a parcel to be mailed
recognized
also
was
outas
the
facilities, a television
I used to love to cry. I went 'to see Mrs. Miniver and
and questions with the exception of
anywhere in the world.
cried all the way thru it.
recreational area, a kitchen, the governor.
MARY IN FULLERTON standing board in the state.

DEAR MOTHER: First, consult a lawyer and learn
what your son's legal obligations are to the girl and her
child. And aside from that, any moral and financial support
you can give the girl should be a generosits on sour part.
IP S In the meantime, try to make a man of your son.
your husband seems lacking in manhood himself so you
can't depend on him.]

Parking freeze

1
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Job Safety
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SPECIAL - More thki
1,600 youth delegates to the
50th National 4-H Congress
in Chicago, Nov. 28-Dec. 2.
will get at the "gut" issues of
the day. Using the theme, 4-H
Bridges the Gap, the delegates
will meet in workshop sessions largely planned and conducted by the youths themselves.
They will "rap" abouf.
what is nght and what is
wrong in the country today
as they see it and what they
personally can do about it.
The ten main issues for discussion concerning youth and
all America are: politics, religion, poverty, race, personal
development, health, communications, environmental
ecology, community development and economics.
The five-day program also
will feature tours to Chicago's
cultural centers, concerts,
parties and numerous recognition events for the accomplished young people. During
the gala affair some 270
scholarships valued at more
than S180,000 will be presented to national and regional winners in their respective programs.
The Golden Anniversary
of National 4-H Congress will
culminate with a gigantie banquet scheduled for McGormick Place, Chicago's newly
convention
rebuilt
center.
Several thousand persons. inchiding Congress delegates,
4-11 alumni, donor representatives, Extension Service leaders, dignitaries from the
world of government. educa(ion and business, at well as
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HOURS: 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
personalities from the entertainment field, will be in
attendance.
While this Congress will be
a highlight of the 50 years
such events, throughout that
period the business community has provided its financial and technical backing and
support.
Among those companies
which will lend their support
at this National 4-H Congress
and in other ways assist 4-11
throughout the year are Olin
Corporation, Ralston Purina
Company and Amchem Pfoducts, Inc.
- Also included in the bet of
business organiiations are
the Chicago Board of Trade:
Eastman Kodak Company:
The S&11 Foundation, Inc.,
Tupperware Home Parties,
Moorman Mfg. Co. and The
Upjohn Company.

Other 4-11 downs are
Elgin Watch: InternationalMinerals & Chemical Corp-oration; The Singer Company; Chevron Chemical
Company's Ortho Division;
Homelite, a Division of
Textron Inc.: Sunbeam Corp-oration, E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, and 11(c
West Bend Company.
Several scholarships .(1
are being presented in the
name of former presidents of
the National Committee, Edwin T. Meedith, Thomas E.
Wilson and the recently
deceased Chris L. Christensen
Information about opportunities for 4-11 membership
and leadership is available
from the county extension
office or State 4-11.!Alice at
the land-grant university
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Anyone Can

Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible, and to
make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your Bible
Enter. , for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.

On this page 36 different verses from the Holy Bible wW be
printed every week for 26 weeks. Underneath each verse wW
be given a clue showing the book of the Bible from which it is
taken, together with a line showing within a range of 3
CHAPTERS how to locate the exact CHAPTER and Verse
number.
You must correctly identify the exact location of ONLY
THREE(3)verses on this page to participate in the award of
36 Bibles that wW be given away each week. You may enter
THIS WEEK, ANY week or EVERY week dur.ng the 26
weeks program, until your name is printed as a winner. Each
week's page Ls separate and apart, and not related to a
previous or forthcoming week
When submitting on this page the THREE i 31 identified
verses, you must enclose a statement of 25 words or less, in a
sentence beginning with these six words: READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE
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Winners: You may receive

in person at the business N hose

advertisement carries your name

Entries for this week's awards must be
postmarked not later than FRIDAY midnight,
following the date on this particular contest.
Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071.
The name of each winner will be printed below
one of the advertisements appearing on this
page, next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on which their name
appears to the firm under which the name appears. The Judges' decisions are final.
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Windows: paneles§ to painless history

Meany likes to roar
By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service
Question: "Labor boss
George Meetly - what's with
this man? When polls showed
most Americans were willing
to give the economic freeze a
chance, Meany blasted it. Comment, please on his horoscope."
Answer: Labor's leading
Curmudgeon is a Leo, a Lion,
and you'd better believe it!
Meany was not consulted prior
to the President's "freeze order," and he reacted in typical
Leo fashion,roaring like the old
MGM trademark. Leos like to
be recognized and treated with
proper deference.
Born in Manhattan on Aug.
16, 1894, he was the son of a
local labor official. George took
up his father's trade of plumbing. "Never underestimate the
importance of a plumber," he
suites. "Anyone who ever got a
till from a plumber doesn't underestimate them."
A solar horoscope chart for
our man discloses that the Sun
(his basic drive) is in the
crusading 23rd degree or Leo.
This was the ascending degree
of J. P. Morgan Sr.
We may judge from
planets Saturn and Miriki
which form a hostile aspect in
Meany's money houses, that he
has endured financial woes
during his long and varied life.
The explosive Uranus is
found in Scorpio, in the third
horoscope house, which is concerned with newspapers.
Meany loves to deflate swollen
'egos, in or out of the press
corps. He makes a formidable
opponent.
Because we do not have his
exact birth hour, we speculate
that his Moon ( women and the
public) is in Aquarius. This
would fit what we know of the
man.Freedom is a very real issue to George Meany, every
day of his life. The organized
labor movement is his religion.
He cherishes its proud history
-.and its power.
The fiery planet Mars is
located in its own sign, Aries,
which increases its influence.
This is the planet whose ioritac
location forecast that Meany
would be associated with labor.
Compare the man's chart to
that of our nation. Yes, Vir-

Fashion
Notes

WRITTEN BN
JO CRASS
Don't believe for a single
minute that one type of bra
I. suitable far every
dress. The wrong one with
the right dress can make
the right dress look wrong.
If you're a gal who prised
herself on being ready to go
at the drop of a hat..you're
surely smart enough to
have a wardrobe of nylon
knit travelers...The\
always look right, and
behave like ladies.
The fur trimmed coat..st,
feminine atop soft-as
butter woolens.. achieves
smashing effect when the
bodice Is close to a gently
flared skirt
Brocade for your late
date hours returns in all its
glory...with this possible
exception...The colors are
more
glorious
than
ever...You didn't think it
possible ..did you?
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vita, countries have horoscopes() Meany has mysterious
Pluto joined to the U.S.A.
planet Uranus (the unexpected). Therefore, he acts upon our country in a Uraman
manner, to shake it out of its
complacency.
This man has a gut tnstict for
dealing with others. In a woman, you would call it 'intuition." By any name, it describes his uncommon ability
to size up the other fellow, and
to deal with him.
The seventh degree of Leo is
a fame degree, and Meany has
(communications)
Mercury
located here. He knows how to
reach the public. He uses the
media like a maestro caressing
a Stradivarius. Over the years,
he has created an image of a
crotchety, yet somehow likeable old character, and he
relishes playing the part.
Meany is conservative about
the youth movement. "U the
younger generation are that
100,000 kids that lay around a
field up in Woodstock," he
scowls,"I am not going to trust
the destiny of the country to
that group." But this same conservative embraced such
liberal causes as the 1964 Civil
Rights Act, Medicare, and the
Urban Development Act.
Everyone knows George
Meany for his thinning mane of
white hair, his frown, his steelgray eyes, and his eternal
cigar. yet few know him as a
man who relaxes by painting
acceptable canvases in oil or by
playing the electric organ.
What's ahead? In two more
years, his Sun will move to the
place of his birth-chart Uranus.
At that time, sudden changes
may occur. Meanwhile, he is
bolstered as in years past by a
superb, long-range aspect involving Jupiter (Good Lucku
and Saturn (Fate). These two
planets are keeping George
Meany firmly in the driver's
seat.

By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK (UPI) - You
probably give little thought to
your windows except when it's
time to wash them, or curtain
them, or replace the pane of
glass broken by the backyard
baseball team.
Windows today are pretty
much taken for panted, once
the choice is made of a style to
snit the requirements of a
house. Whether they slide up
and dawn or sideways, open in
or out, windows all provide for
view, air when wanted.
They help hold warmth in
winter, keep out heat and dust
in summer.
It wasn't always thus. Today's window has,3,000 years
of history behiEd it. In fact,
during much of recorded time,
windows - if they existed at
all
were simply holes in the
wall.
From this inauspicious start,
however, the evolution of windows becomes significant since

Block parents
aid children
LINCOLN, Neb. (UPI) The "block parent" program
aims to make it as safe as passible for children to get to and
from school.
One or two volunteer parents, usually mothers, are chosen along the routes to school.
These volunteers should be at
home during the half hour before and after school. It is desirable to have a parent on
every block,says Rollin Schneider, extension safety specialist
at the University of NebraskaLincoln.
Originally the program was
developed to help protect
against child molestation in the
larger cities, says Schneider.
The block parent plan has paid
off and produced an extra dividend by helping child accident
victims.
Posted on the inside of the
front window or door is a sign
identifying the home of a block
parent. The children are told
-should-trouble-0c.
cur.
The block parent is not supposed to be used to break
up fights, furnish rest room
facility or give medical aid
other than the washing of a
scrape or application of a small
bandage-unless,it is an emergency and the child's life is at
stake.
SORRY, WRONG NUMBER
COWES, Isle Of Wight (UPI)
-Anyone calling friends in the
village of Wooton Bridge, Isle
of Wight, in the next few weeks
is bound to get a wrong
number, the post office said
Friday. A delay in convo.rsion
to direct dialing means every
number in the town's new I
telephone book is wrong until
after tht• new year, when the
system changes over.

GESTURE-htigFIRES-- --- LONDON (UPI) -Pan American World Airways said it was
just -a little gesture of
joodwill" but it backfired
because someone forgot to ask
Wondering what's new
for holiday wear-it's at permission.
Pan Am had planned a
Littleton's-lingerie,
, sportswear- ceremony today to rename one
of its Boeing 747 jets "Clipper
all, bright and new at the
Sosia" in honor of the wife of
Happy Yellow Store.
Australian Prime Minister William McMahon. They are
the Happy Yellow Store
leaving for Los Angeles today.
is open till 5:30 Mon -Sat.But Pan Am neglected to ask
till 6 00 on Fri
McMahon -or his wife.
Today, McMahon's secreb.ry,
Reg McDonald, said • we only
heard the proposal in a
roundabout way. We weren't
asked direct..
HAPPY YELLOW
"And the
STORE
_ prime minister said
be did Rot want the aircraftDOWNTOWN MURRAY
tried after Mrs. McMahon."

"it ekes us insight to the
civilizations that developed
them," says Harry Muir, architectural consultant to Scovill's
Caradco window and door
manufacturing division in
Dubuque, Iowa. "The appear- ance, location and engineering
of their windows tell us as
much about populaces' concern with protection from
invaders, thieves and the tax
collector as with utility, comfort and convenience," Muir
ex plained.
The earliest known windows, he said, are attributed to
Egyptians of more than 3,000
-years ago, "although nobody
really knows when Eskimos
may have started using blocks
of clear ice in their igloos."
The Egyptians' idea of windows was narrow vertical slits
in walls, a technique that held
for centuries when people were
more preoccupied with repelling siege forces than with

admitting air and light.
%bout five centuries aft&
the Egyptians evolved the win-do% aperture, the Greeks came
along with what probably was
the first window that offered
protection against the dements while admitting light,
usirik thin, translucent slabs
of marble for the paQes.
.. It took another 500 years
for the Romans to develop the
wooden window sash containing a type of glass, the
forerunner of today's VW of
ponderosa pine for the same
purpose. This was used in a
easement type of window in
the Roman atrium, with all
doors and windows opening
into a walled interior courtyard. Even now, Muir said,
especially in countries where
there are sharp distinctions
between the very rich and the
Nery poor, and petty thievery is
a way of everyday life, the
Homan atrium form of archi-

Apeture papist!,
With the fall of the Roman
Empire windows slipped back
Into the Dark Ages, along with
civilization itself, reverting to
being merely "wind holes'or
"wind eyes (believed to be
word sources of window).
Ventilation was controlled by
shutters or, at best, by glass
substitutes, such as oiled paper,
linen or mica.
Dutch doors and Dutch
ovens are well known, but how
many have heard that the
Dutch are also thought to be
the earliest users of the familiar
double-hung window! This advance came about early in the
16th century, Muir said. Strictly speaking, though, these
windows were not double
hung, the upper half being
firmly fixed. The lower half
moved up and down, but
without counterbalancing sashweights, which is why they
became known as "guillotine
windows." This txpe of win-
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dow came to this country with forming flat areas. These were
the early colonists and surviv- cut to approximately six-by.
ors still remain poised threaten- eight-inch air", then fitted in
over unsuspecting heads 'rows of eight-over-eight,
lit early American homes in ihe twelve-over-eight or other comNortheast. sashweights appear- binations in the upper and
lower window units. The thicked a little later.
est part of the glass, around the
The beginning
Modern-day use of glass in pontil and known as the bull's
windows began in the western eye, was inserted over outside
world in the 16th and 17th doors for decoration and light.
The so-called Colonial wincenturies. The technique then
featured very small, very thin dow remains one of the most
diamond-shaped panes of glass popular styles in the United
with much lead glazing. Larger States, according to Caradco's
pane sizes became available as surveys, but with very big
glass-making technology im- differences, Muir said. Today
proved, but there was a major the better double-hung windows are highly engineered
deterring factor - taxes.
house components, factory
"imthis
called
French
The
post des fenetres et des aper- made, some complete with
tures," which boiled down to vinyl-clad frames for easy instalwindow tax, the amount being lation and minimum maintenbased on the .expanse of glass ance.
in the house. The same tax
"In other words," Muir said,
traveled to England along with
glass, then crossed the Atlantic. "windows have gone from
Glass window panes here being paneless to painless in
were blown from glass-makers' 3,000 years."
pontils and spun while molten,
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Gilbert Graves-This photograph appeared in a dedicatory
section of the first Shield (1925) e%er published at Murras state
University

Gilbert Graves Will Be
Honored By Murray State
By L. J. Hortin

pf

Memphis State University.
Coach at the time of the dea
of Graves was Murray State
first coach and athletic director,
the late Irby H. Koffman.
Theodore A. Sanford, now
commissioner of the Kentucky
High School Athletic Association,
was assistant coach.
The first yearbook ever
published by Murray State, the
1925 "Shield," was dedicated in
memory of Gilbert Graves with
these words:
"To Gilbert Graves who,
passing on, has left us the
memory of a dear friend, a loyal
comrade, and a brave soldier, we
dedicate this volume."

was
It
clear, fine
a
Thanksgiving Day, November 27,
1924. With Gilbert Graves as
quarterback, Murray State
Normal School was playing its
newly found rival, West Tennessee State Normal, in the old
"Moore" field near the railroad
tracks in Murray.
"T" Sledd, cousin of the 21year-old, 135-pound quarterback,
was playing halfback for the
"Murraymen." The score was 00
As I recall," Sledd says,
"Gilbert led the play through the
lisle. There was a big pile-up and
Gilbert was under it. Evidently
his head was snapped back in the
''Our birth is but a sleep and a
pile-up and his neck was broken." forgetting,
Young Graves. the von ot Ole
that rises with us, our
Lae Dr. and Mrs.'19'ficry
Graves, was taken to Use Murray
Hospital where he died
Math had elsewhere its setting
December 5, 1924.
And cometh from afar:
tForty-four
years
later
Not in entire forgetfulness,
(January 25, 1969) the Board of
And not in utter nakedness,
Regents of Murray State
But trailing clouds of glory do
University authorized the we come
naming of the main thoroughfare From God, who is our home."
at the new stadium as the
"Gilbert Graves Drive." In the
State University College at
same meeting the board
authorized the erection of an Potsdam, N.Y., started a progappropriate plaque in the ram for mathematics majors to
stadium as a memorial to the earn both the bachelor and
degrees in four years.
only football player to lose his life master
on the playing field at Murray
State.
The new Roy Stewart Stadium
is expected to be completet in
time for the!1972 football season.
Members of the Graves
Memorial committee have expressed the hope that the Gilbert
Graves Drive and Memorial
Plaque may be dedicated‘some
time during the Golden Anniversary of Murray State
University. The Fiftieth Anniversary of MSU officially opens
March 8, 1972.
Prof. Auburn Wells, presently
assistant professor in the '
,salitical science department at
',Surrey State, was a teammate of
;raves and remembers well the •
tragic Thanksgiving Day of 1924.
"It was a fine, clear day-the
last game of the season,"
Professor Wells recalled. He said I
Gilbert was a good player,
although "very small." Wells,
playing guard, tried a drop-kick
that was high enough for 50
yards. It would have won the ,
game "but it missed by inches."
The game ended in a scoreless
tie.
Ronald Churchill, whose
father, J. H. Churchill, was in
funeral
charge
of
the
arrangements, was among the
two or three hundred who saw the
game. "It was a goal line stand,
and Gilbert was in the pileup. His
head was snapped back, breaking
his neck," Ronald affirmed.
Mr. Sledd believes that the
accident simply could not be
helped. "Nobody was blamed,"
he emphasized.
The two sisters of GilbertMiss Margaret Graves of West
Palm Beach, Fla., and Mrs.
Mildred Hagan of Elizabethtown,
Ky.-have expressed their deep
appreciation tolhe University for
the memorial recognition being
given their deceased brother.
Like Murray State Normal,
West Tennessee State Normal
School has since became a state
university. It is now known as

One-third cup dry
white wine
2 tbspe flour
3 to 4 finely chopped
shallots
Butter and oil
Heat well in skillet 2
teaspoons of oil, add veal, stir
with fork over high heat to
separate pieces until light
brown, pour meat in sieve,
discarding oil.
Cook shallots with 2
teaspoons of butter in skillet
until soft and golden, add veal
again, season with salt and
pepper, sprinkle with flour, stir
well. Pour wine over, let
simmer for 2 minutes, then
slowly add heavy cream
stirring and shaking the skillet
constantly. Simmer over low
heat until mixture is about to
boil and the sauce becomes
creamy.

When you board a Swissair
747 or DC-8 in the United States
or Canada, bound for Switzerland, just sit back and relax
- you're there!
Thanks to their commissary
department on this side of the
Atlantic, you will be exposed to
some of the finest food in the air
accompanied by the Swiss
courtesy and hospitality that's
hard to surpass.
We visited their kitchens
located at Kennedy International Airport in New
York and were shown the many
facets of their food preparation
by Swiss-born Hansruedi
Augsburger, catering manager
for North America.
Unlike most of our domestic
airlines, who purchase frozen
prepared meals from a
GUGELHOPF GLACIS
catering service, Augsburger's
WILLIAMINE
staff prepares some 2,000 fresh
lsr quarts of
meals a day from scratch.
vanilla ice cream
Nothing is frozen except the ice
4 oz. chopped walnuts
cream.
4 oz. diced, candied fruit
The numbers of annual
purchases
st pint of heavy cream
alone
are
staggering: 78,000 pounds of
)4 cup of pear brandy
meat, 8,200 lobsters, 7,715
Williamine)
pounds of shrimp, 2,588 pounds
Soak candied fruit in one-half
of smoked salmon and some of the brandy for 2 hours. Let
8,900 dozen fresh eggs. These ice cream become soft (do not
supplies will contribute to such
melt) in large bowl. Mix well
typical Swiss menu selections ice cream, nuts and fruits (for
as veal steak with Swiss best results use electric hand
sausage, chicken breast with
mixer). Add heavy cream
morel sauce, partridge with gradually, beating constantly.
grapes, real turtle soup. Add rest of brandy and fill into
I3ernese platters and a variety chilled Gugelhopf form.
of delicious rich desserts.
Freeze until solid, unrnold on
Quite
naturally
the a platter, dust cake with cocoa
preparation and service of this powder, garnish with
whipped
fresh food is more costly than cream. ( To unmold:
turn mold
frozen for Swissair, but their over on platter,
soak towel in
directors have wisely main- very hot water,
Wring out,
tained this policy and thus place over turned
mold until it
gained a worldwide reputation slides off. Repeat
if necessary.)
for excellent meals.
For the passenger, food, AAftGAUER RUEBLI-TORTE
service and courtesy are really
8 oz. grated fresh carrots
the most important measures
8 oz. blanched and finely
of an enjoyable trip. One 747 is
grated hazelnuts( filberts
not much different from
8 oz. sugar
another, but if you are spending
5 eggs,separated
seven or eight hours in one,
2oz. butter
personal comfort becomes your
1 tsp. cinnamon
barometer and meals are all1 tsp. ground ginger
important.
1 tsp. double-acting baking
In the days when railroads
powder
were
operating
crack
1 tbsp. Kirsch
passenger limiteds at their
Grated rind of one lemon
zenith of potiularity. it was food
Fine
bread crumbs
more than any other f actor that

entitled travelers ,to one trail,
rather than another providing a
similar schedule. The theory
worked well then and, a
quarter of a century later,
Swissair is making it work
again with typical Swiss
regional recipes. Here are
three:
"GSCHNETZELTES"
(MINCED VEAL)
( approx. 4-5 persons)
1st pounds loin of veal,
cut into very thin
pieces, 1-inch square
1 cup of heavy cream

Beet butter, sugar and egg

yolks until smooth. Add
hazelnuts, cinnamon, ginger,
lemon, baking powder and
Kirsch. Mix in the carrots and
finally fold in the stiffly beaten
egg whites. Butter the bottom
of a 9-inch spring-form pan and
coat with fine dry bread
crumbs. Pour the batter into
form evenly. Bake in preheated
oven at moderate temperature
1300 degrees) for 50 to 60
minutes or until inserted knife
comes out dry and clean.
After cooling remove from
form and glaze with sugarlemon glazing, made by

blending until srnooth: 1 cup
confectioners' sugar with 2
teaspoons lemon juice. Torte
keeps fresh for several days.
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Travel topics

Ritz not too 'ritzy'
for average tourist

[Group Demands
State Revoke
Mining Permits

FRANKFORT, Ky.-A group
of
Eastern Kentuckians has filed
completwas
which
the attic
By MURRAY J. BROWN
a massive legal brief with the
ed this year.
UPI Travel Editor
state Division of Strip Mining and
Changes
PARIS (UPI) - Paris has
Reclamation, demanding that it
must
we
that
realized
"We
many landmarks, not the least
of which has to be a hotel give consideration to today 'a revoke strip-mining permits for
founded by a Swiss goatherd young people, who don't like some 30 companies operating in
whose name has become syn- what looks and smells old," their area.
Man is a ward of all other parts onymous with elegance and said Ritz in an interview.
The brief, filed by attorneys of
of nature's world. He is totally excellence in English and other Eliminated, too, he said, were the Appalachian Research and
dependent on the plant and languages.
the "dead French gray paint Defense Fund representing local
animal kingdoms for his food, his
citizens, is the most comThe hotel, of course, is the that was on our walls.
air, his water-everything he Ritz at Number 15, Place
The grays were replaced by prehensive attack ever launched
needs to survive. Unfortunately, Vendome. It was opened in pastel colors - warm pinks, against Eastern Kentucky strip
he tends to bite the hand that 1898 by Cesar Ritz, who blues and greens. Furnishings mining.
feeds hini simply because he has herdsd goats for his farmer also were brightened up with
It charges all the companies
taken too little time from his father in Switzerland as i lad modern fabrics.
listed have been cited by the state
technical progress to realize that and later teamed with renownPreserved, however, were for a least five, and in some
he might well destroy himself by ed French chef Eacoffier to the 4amed bronze doorknobs rages, 15 violations each and
help make London's Savoy the and unique light switches, the demands their
ruining his environment.
permits be
The pollution of air, the fouling best hotel of its time in high ceilings and giant-sized revoked under state laws which
Europe.
bathrooms, and the brass beds
of waters, the destruction and
It wasn't long before the and other prized period furni- provide that no additional perwasting of earth and the inRitz became THE place in Paris ture. And there is still a wall mits will be issued to operators
creasing noise and ugliness are
to stay for the high and the clock in every room. (Being who "repeatedly have been in
caused by man's environmental
non-compliance and violation."
mighty from arotind thj
abuse. But each person can world. And it wasn't very long Swiss, Cesar Rita had a thing
Those launching the attack
reverse that trend by taking either before "rite" and "rit- about time.)
include prominent members of
said
Ritz
that
the
three-toindividual action to clean our air, ey" became part of the vocabuthe Citizen's League to Protect
one ratio of staff to guests also
stabilize our soil, clarify our lary.
has been maintained to "assure the Surface Rights and other antiwaters, abate noise and eliminate
The Ritz prospered and the high standards of service strip mining groups.
offensive sights.
eventually added a building which made the Ritz famous." They charge that, though strip
Part of our success in that task fronting on Rue Cambon to
'The''new' Ritz," he said, mining regulations exist, most of
will be determined by how well increase its total. number of "will make every effort to the companies have never been
our earth's green growing plant rooms and suites to more than dispel the idea, particularly fined by the division, nor had
life survives and how well it 200-all with private baths among Americans, that the their permits revoked.
which.w as most unusual for a hotel is 'too ritzy.'"
flourishes.
The attack is being leveled, not
He said the Ritz welcomes only at those companies named,
While plants provide us with a hotel m those days. A gallery,
familiar and necessary beauty, now lined with showcases dis- as guests "everyone with a
but at "any companies having in
they also help purify polluted air playing luxury items from taste for the best at prices common
the same owners, ofleading
Paris'
more
100
than
of
comparable
to
the competiby diluting it with oxygen and by
fiats or operations as the 30
trapping pollutants and dirt shops, was constructed to link tion. (Rates run from about
the two wings.
$37 single and $58 double named companies."
particles.
World War I, Ameri- daily, with suites starting from
After
They provide us with a way to
cans began to outnumber the about $78.)
stabilize our fertile soil and
English and other guests. The
I stayed at the Ritz during a EXCAVATE INDIAN CAMP
prevent erosion from wind and famous_
PULLMAN, Wash. (UPI
Ritz_ Bar on_the_ Cam- visit to Paris on an-Air France
rain by acting as a buffer against
inaugural flight with other Washington State University
the ravishes of the elements.
b°
hau
nntaidfeor beea
Hem
miengwaayf,avnri
FitzFitt
ze travel writers from the United archeology crew has begun
Green plant materials help gerald and others of the so- States. Ritz took me on a excavating a site near Wenatchclarify our waters by keeping cTalwleendties
bost Generation of the complete tour of the hotel, ee where an ancient Indian
sediment and pollutants from
including suites, rooms, restau- camp was uncovered by a
Incidentally, years later it rants, bars and other public bulldozer being used for highentering our streams and lakes.
was
HemingWay who, after spaces.
Through their evaporative
way construction work.
process they help cool the air and Allied forces reentered Paris in
I learned that the Place- The site is across the
emit moisture into the at- World War II, rushed to the Vendome wing, which was the Columbia River from a preroof to raise the French tri- Pre-Revolutionary town house
mosphere.
vious project known as Little's
Trees, shrubs, grass, and other color to "liberate" the Ritz of the Duc de Lauzun, had Landing where archeologists
from
the
Nazi
occupiers.
been declared a public monuplant life are a tool to reduce
But times changed after ment whose facade may not be uncovered a cultural sequence
noise by acting as natural soend
World War II. Royalty, nobili- altered. The square, one of the of human habitation dating
barriers. Plant parts catch sound
ty, diplomats and high society most beautiful in Paris, is back 6,000 years.
waves, break them up, deflect returned
but their numbers dominated by a soaring sculpthem and reduce their intensity steadily dwindled.
And the
a GATHER-SON RIVALRY
to help provide us with peace and Ritz, while maintaining its tured column topped
MANILA (UPI) -Mayor
statue of Napoleon
in a
quiet.
leWitation. begbn shoeing her
Roman toga.
Santiago Mangubat today was
In so many ways maks surdeclared re-elected by 12 votes
vival in this world is dependent
then that (lades
in the town of Tungawan in the
on green plant life. It's a matter Ritz, son of the founder, said
Philippines' Zamboanga del Sur
of Green Survival...and Green he and the board of directors WINEBIBBING IN CHURCH
Survival depends on you.
NORTHOLD, England (UPI) Province. His son, also a
decided drastic measures were
necessary to ensure the survival -The Rev. Derrick Danvers caixiidate, has filed a protest,
contending many of his votes
A two-week course on creat- of the hotel without, however, now keeps the communion wine wound up in his
father's favor.
"sacrificing
locked
away
its
between
traditions
Nervices.
for
ive uses of the newspaper will
Robert Mangubat ran against
It seems someone at St.
be given by the University of luxury and outstanding
service."
Richard's church had been his father, claiming he could
South Florida.
Ritz, a trim and energetic drinking the stuff while the provide better leadership as
mayor.
When a tire has only 1-16 inch of 80-year-old sportsman as well clergyman was not looking.
tread depth left, it is worn out as businessman, said more than
"I can understand the tempand should be placed, for safety's $2 million weld into the tation," Danvers said. "It's a
Stabled horses need a vigorsake, says the Tire Industry modernizatibn and redecora- very palatable wine-peach or ous workout for about 30
tion
of
the
Ritz - from the apricot and it is alcoholic."
minutes each day during the
Safety Council.
kitchens to the maids'rooms in
winter.

Green Survival
Is Answer To
Big Dilemma

Anniversary Week
Nov. 15 - thru - Nov. 20th

Clemmie's way of saying "Thank You to
all of her faithful customers in 21 years
of business.

25% to 50% Off
on Selected Items from our new Fall Stock consisting *
of 1 and 2 piece Dresses, Costumes and Sportswear.

&zoom& poitdaw .540e
PARIS RD.

Bargains Throughout The Store! t
Come in and Register for the Free
Gift Certificates to be Given Away!

MAYFIELD, KY.

PHONE CH. 7-2552
Need Not Be Present To Win
t***************************************** *********************************************
*************t
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EDUCATION NOTEBOOK

'His or hers'

Americans want schools to do what they claim
By KENNETH J.'KAMEN
Copley News Service
A new Gallup poll indicates
Americans want public schools
to get busy proving they are doing the job they claim to be doing.
A majority of more than 1,500
adults nationwide said, in effect, they are not inclined to
spend a penny more for education until they see evidence of

adequate performance and improved schooling.
The "Third Annual Survey of
the Public's Attitudes Toward
the Public Schools, 1971" was
conducted by Gallup for CFK
Ltd., a Denver-based phlanthrow foundation.
The survey provides a wealth
of material on which to speculate about possible changes
ahead in education. Here are
some of the things the public

seems ready to accept and
might soon require.
The demand for accountability will bring about increased use of performance
contracts providing payment
for proved educational results.
Management firms will
recommend solutions to school
problems.
Cash vouchers or similar financial credits initiated and
largely financed by the federal

government will allow more
children to attend the school of
their choice, public or private,
including parochial. This will
introduce hitherto unknown
and unwelcome competition into public schools.
Parents will be able to cornpare their youngsters' progress
with their contemporaries
using improved national standardized tests accounting for
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9.00 The Hour
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racial, cultural and geographic
differences.
Full education programs will
be available throughout the
year in cooperation with business and industry.
Together with performance
contracts and cash vouchers,
this will create the greatest
change on schools since compulsory education became law.
Public schools will continue to
exist for political and traditional reasons but they will lose
their monopoly over millions of
minds
Property, income and sales
taxes will be levied statewide
and will increase sharply to finance education, reducing current reliance on local property
taxes. Relief will be illusory.
Taxpayers will pay the same
amount or more for schools,
since the money comes from
the same pocket.
Local governments are certain to find pressing need for
additional revenue that will
equal and soon exceed the
amount supposedly saved by
kicking school taxes up to the
state level.

Bigger Voice
Needed By Rank
And File

Local school districts will
have their hands tied even
tighter with red tape, preventing them train pulling off restraints choking local control.
Citizens once able to redress
grievances with a local school
board will be making frequent
trips to the state Capitol.
Integration will show substantive improvement for
black and white pupils, particularly in secondary schools.
There will be considerably less
stress on college attendance
and degrees. Much greater emphasis will be placed upon
career, occupational and vocational-technical education in all
grades with impetus from the
federal government. The nation's "academaniacs" will
give way to schoolmen who
know there are many roads to
the "American Dream."
Dramatic improvements will
be made in teacher training,
beginning with tougher entrance requirements. A new
breed of instructor will owe allegiance only to himself, his
pupils, his employer and the
public. He will welcome compensation based solely on competence, asking that he be retained only as long as his performance warrants.
He will join with others to
seek an end to tenure and restrictive certification requirements.
Such instructors will choose
to attend teacher education institutes throughout their
careers to learn how to better
motivate pupils and to make
themselves competitive for
scarce teaching assignments.
Discipline will be firm, based
more on mutual respect than-fear and applied with reason as
more John Dewey-eyed advocates of schoolhouse free-foralls accept the fact that pupils
want limits set and standards
adhered to.

The nation's independen
business people suspect that la
or strikes would be less frequen
and less costly to all concerned •
rank-and-file union employ
had a bigger voice, throug
secret ballots, in strike decisions
Legislation to this effect by
Senator Carl T. Curtis of
Nebraska has gained support
from 92 percent of the business
owners polled by the National
Federation of
Independent
Business, the highest majority
for any piece of legislation put
before them in recent years.
The bill would make a secret
strike vote mandatory before a
strike could begin and also
provide for electors at 30-day
By ELDON BARRETT
intervals on the question of
SHELTON,
Wash. (UPI) continuing a strike.
The play's the thing in an exBusinessmen apparently believe periment in children's theater
that union members are less being, used Jay_ de drama deinclined to strike than union
partrnent
at Shelton
High
leaders, and those attending
strike meetings, would seem to SchoolAcordi
thi8
nir
ff‘drama coach
indicate.
Dean Tarrach, Shelton is only
The Federation's poll found the third school in the nation
only 5 percent of the business to try this innovation. It was
people against the mandatory done with great success at Florstrike-vote bill and 3 percent with ida State University and the
no firm opinion. The landslide Peppermint Tent at the Univervote in favor seems to indicate sity of Minnesota, he explained.
This type of theater is dethe
concern
"average
businessmen" have over the signed to appeal to children of
nation's continuing round of work five to eight years of age. It is
greatly dependent upon the
stoppage in key industries.
Responses from Kentucky participation of the audience.
The play is given in the
businessmen show 88 percent of
the measure,8 percent against it, round with the audience surrounding the stage. The appeal
and 4 percent undecided.
-There is no assurance today to the children is the informality of the production and the
that the working man and woman
fact that they are encouraged
of America have any effecti
voice in the decision of their
Since the children already
union officers to call a strike know the story, it can be
against their employer," Senator changed easily throughout the
Curtis contends. "Some unions play.
provide that there will be an
Tarrach explained that the
employee vote before a strike. cast comes on as a group of
However, as a practical matter, strolling players. Since this type
this vote means very
little of theater is modeled after the
because it is all too often a show Comedia Dell'arte theater of
of hands by those who attend a the Italian Renaissance period,
meeting in the union hall" where the group is dressed as actors
opportunity for discussion is might have been during the
Renaissance.
limited, he said.
Each player chooses a name
His legislation would require
that a secret election, conducted and the group chooses a name
by the National Labor Relations for itself.The group has its own
logue nand song before the
Board, be held before any prologue
begins.
walkout. And it would be illegal
An important member of the
for a union to call a strike—or cast is
the "mute," who supcontinue a strike—if a majority of plies the cast with
necessary
members voted otherwise.
props, although much of the
Businessmen apparently feel play is in pantomime. The mute
that this would restore balance to also plays minor roles when
labor-management relations. In needed and must have a quick
their eyes, union officials have, in eye to see what is nteded as
many cases, gained autocratic or the play progresses.
dictatorial
even
powers,
One thing about this type of
resulting in drawn-out strikes acting, if a youngster muffs hi
which can be economically lines no one gets up tight about
harmful to rank-and-file mem- it. After all, it is only playacting.
bers.
It is felt that the secret-strike- HILLTOP ORGIES
vote legislation would forestall ST. ANNES, England (UP!)—
such lengthy walkouts as the Strollers on clifftope are getting
West Coast longshoremen's a closer look at nature than
strike, in which losses mount for they bargained for, according
management and employees, and to an official of the
National
dependent segments of the Trust, which preserves historic
economy, as well.
sites.
leaders, it appears, Warden Edgar Gifford
Union
said
have nothing to lose, yet call the teenagers were holding nude
shots.
sex frolics on the clifftops. "It
The independents have been is a shocking thing for elderly
highly Nocel in supporting labor or maiden ladies out for a stroll
law reforms which would restore to be confronted by couples or
equilibrium to labor-industry even groups indluging in
nude
relations. They are anxious to let sex," he said.
democratic processes be the rule, "I have had to
intervene in
not Ute exception, so that rank- several flagrant cases and send
union
members
-file
can
and
couples off the cliffs. A few
determine when to strike and couples have the decency
to go
when a strike has gone on too Into the gorse bushes, but
long.
others don't "

Audience gets
into the act

Fund shortage
keeps sailors

contraceptive
GENEVA (UPI): A Swiss
company has •innounced it
has perfected a new contraceptive, the first which can
be used by tither' a man or

overseas

g Woman.

Called "C-Film" it is produced by the Lagap Co , of
Lugano, and has just received Swiss government
approval.
The contraceptive, also
known as "His and Hers,"
is a thin piece of film about
Iwo square inches in size
which can be used by either party and which dissolves during intercourse,
releasing a spermicide.
Lagap ;aid C-Film will
be on sale in the Netherlands before the end of the
year and will be available
in other European countries next year.
Leonardo da Vinci tried
air-cOnditioning by devising a
large paddle wheel that drew
cool air from the surface of a
river into a conduit leadisg to
the home of his patron1..4h,,
•
Duke of Milan.

JACKSONVILLE,
FLA.
(UPI): A shortage of funds
is forcing many sailors to
remain overseas when they
are due transfers to stations in the United States„
the Navy has confirmed.
Navy
spokesmen
said
only the most essentiiil
transfers are being allowed
after Mrs. Robert N. Bishop
of Jacksonville complained
her son, Yeoman Richard
Bishop, 20, was due a stateside assignment after 18
months overseas duty at
the Guam naval station.
Some men are paying
their own way to get a desired change in station.
Navy spokesmen emphasized that the shortage does
not affect Navy personnel
eligible for changes of station, to enter or leave hospitals, to be discharged, to
move from recruiting stations to training bases, or
from training bases to sea
duty or Vietnam.

An amendment to the state
constitution in 1950 gave womThe Egyptian cobra is also en the right to hold elective
known as the asp.
office in Oklahoma.
*5*

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

3 Uppermost part
Transaction
.1- Flying mammal
5 Gave
4 Freshet
6 Symbol for
silver
9 Reverence
12 The self
7 Pedal digit
13 Jargon
8 Sicilian volcano
14 Period of time
9 Fuss
15 Upset
10 Armed conflict
17 Repeat
11 Organ of sight
performance
19 Bacteriologist's 16 Vessel
wire
18 Kind of lily
21 Cooled lava
20 Man's name
22 Landed
22 On high
25 Guido's high
23 Nocturnal
note
mammal
.35
27 Animation
24 Pronoun--39
31 Permit
32 Fretted in
26 Dislike (pl.)
complaining
40
28 Prefix: not
way
29 Wild
34 Hindu
41
30 Roman official 44
ejaculation
32 The sun
35 Decay
46
36 Period of time 33 Bitter vetch
48
37 A state (abbr.)
38 British
regiment
41 Female
(collog.)
42 Journey
43 Underworld
god
4,4 Burrowing
animal
45 Printer's
measure
47 Prevalent
49 Victorious one
53 Exit
$7 Before
sa Inclines
60 Be mistaken
61 Condensed
moisture
62 Thick
63 One, no matter
which
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Mature
Spanish

'A▪s
for

Goddess of
healing
Proceed
Encountered
Pinochle term
Join

50
51
52
54
55
56
59

Marry •
Anger
Recent
Female ruff
Meadow
Sea eag e
Attempt
Indefini e
article

DOWN
1 Wager
2 Time gone by
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Nov. 17 thru Nov. 27
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20 Off Purchase Price
Register Often for
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FREE PRIZEW I
* SAT., NOV. 20th *
1ST—FrItzi Dress
2nd-Joyce Sweater
3rd-Vassarette Slip

* SAT., NOV. 27th *
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If

Miss Y
753

Armadilo Purse
2nd -Hand
Painted Picture
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Silver Tray
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FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

******************
!CAESAR'S

NEW TWO bedroom duplex, mi. THERE'S A KIND of hush.. all
AUCTION SALE, Saturday
4" Plastic Wells
to wall carpet with central heat over this neighborhood. Secluded
November 20th, 1 p.m. rain or
AYLOR WELL
1302 Chestnut
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone yet convenient to schools and
shine at the F. M. Futrell home,
(Formerly called Great Northern Beans)
TFC shopping. Winds rustle and birds
DRILLING
753-7850.
Highway 641 1,4 mile north of
1. THIS COUPON AND
Hazel, Kentucky. Will sell 2 7
Or Any of Our Vegetables
bedroom
trees.
3
many
the
sing
in
Phone
Puryear, Tenn.
Good Only * FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
bedroom home full of modern
GETS YOU ALL THE
brick, covered patio planned for
247-5556
living room, kitchen, bathroom
and spotless furniture, 2 real nice
Wed., * with shower and bath. One or two privacy. Better Hurry!
Complete Well
bedroom suites, complete, eleven
Quiet elegance, quietly for sale,
Service
Zimmerman
bedrooms.
Apartpiece dining room suite, cabinet
no sign on property, custom 3
in Styro Containers
ments, South 16th Street. Phone bedroom,den and living room
full of modern china ware,* YOU CAN EAT.
753-6609.
N16C each with fireplace, 3 baths and
dinette set, electric stove and
* BEST BUY IN TOWN! *
refrigerator, deep freeze full of
playroom. Beautiful wooded lot. SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
FURNISHED APARTMENT in Check with us for this beauty.
food, beautiful T. V., washer and
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753Murray; unfurnished house in
dryer, Rexair vacuum cleaner,
N2AC
5933.
Charming, cozy cottage on
cabinet type sewing machine, BELTONE FACTORY fresh STORM WINDOWS, $8.95 each Hazel. Phone Farmington 382Ryan.
2
bedrooms,
large
living
Covered Styrofoam Plates are Dipped to Your Order
=99.
N17C
small warm morning heater with hearing aid batteries for all make Phone 753-2381.
N16C
room, dining room and kitchen CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
jacket, fans and heaters, deep hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. N17C
complete with stove and Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone
WE WILL PACKAGE TO GO ANYTHING ON OUR
twi:i
BRICK
bedrooms,
DUPLEX,
fryers, heavy aluminum cookCHAROLIAS
139
BULL,
N3OP
refrigerator. Carport with 489-2295.
ware, odd dishes, 12
and DON'T merely brighten carpets. Charolias cows, 124 Charolias air conditioned, electric heat'
BREAKFAST OR DINNER MENU ANYTIME OF
blankets ( some new ) lawn set, .. Blue Lustre them...no rapid heifers. Some cows and heifers ceramic tile bath with shower. storage area and outside storage
THE DAY!!
porch swing, cabinets,( wood and resoiling. Rent shampooer $1. have calves. Will sell any number 1100.00 per month. Phone 753- building. Ideal for young couple II
N17C with small family and income
N20C of head you want. Phone Estes ,6931.
tin) canned fruit, electric Begley's Drug Store.
CHIROPRACTOR
Call for an appointment today'
We Have...
matching lamps also a washing
903 SYCAMORE St
Stockyards, West Vienna, Ill., TWO BEDROOM apartment for
Small 3 bedroom house on
machine and power mower, some RELAX AND
MURRAY, KY 42071
unwind with 618-658-7203, Nights phone 618four boys or four girls. Air con- beautiful acre in Kirksey only
RmoNE 753 9909
small tools, trunk, colored glass, safe, effective GoTense tablets. 658-5856.
N17C ditioned, furnished, water fur- $5,300.00.
753 9960
punch bowl set, gun rack I deer Only $.98 Holland Drug
nished.
Phone
753-9741.
N18C
On Special Today
horn)
night
stand
and small Store.
Buy farm land now while the I
N 17P
$179 & $249
tables. Hole digger, axe, chains,
price is down. 100 acres of ex- BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
SHOW CASE, a real antique.
and Wed.
AVAILABLE
DECEMBER
1,
and small items ( no junk ).
cellent land for just $16,500.00. also bank gravel, fill dirt and
FROM WALL TO wall, no soil at About seven feet long, glass all
Mr. Owen Billington, with all, on carpets cleaned with Blue around the front, sides and top. two bedroom duplex with central Call now and we'll take a look. topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
D7C
Strout Real Estate Agency of Lustre. Rent new electric Closed in back with sliding heat and air, fully carpeted, with Just old enough-to
be a 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
Murray,Ky., has employed me to shampooer $1. Western Auto, wooden doors. Best offer. See at outlets for washer and dryer. bargain. 5
bedrooms, 2
Phone
753-9741.
N18C fireplaces, full basement on 2 WILL DO Interior Painting.
offer this nice two bedroom Home of "The Wishing
So 12th St
Phone 753-4953
Ledger and Times. Also have
N16C.
Phone 753-3484.
home, carport, out building and Well."
N17C four modern display islands REAL NICE 10' wide two acres on Rt. 641 So. Plus large
approximately two acres of land,
made of metal in green abd white bedroom trailer. Private lot. outside building suitable for shop. BACKHOE OR dozer services.
ORDINANCE NUMBER 546, ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- plenty of shade and best location.
with adjustable shelves. N3ONC Married couple. $60.00 per Commercial frontage on Rt. 641 Expert work. Reasonable. Phone 1
AN
ORDINANCE vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M Mrs. Futrell's death is reason for WURLITZER PIANOS &
BEING
TFC
month. Phone 753-4481.
N17C No.-70 acres priced at $60000 per 753-9807.
DECLARING THE NEED. Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- selling home. Mr. Futrell has
acre.
ORGANS
NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY mington, Kentucky.
TFC right to reject last bid but a
RIDING HORSES kept on my
Your money's worth on Far- FOR ALL your home additions,
AND INTENTION OF THE CITY
Sales & Service
reasonable bid will not be turned
farm.
Plenty
of
good
pasture
and
mer,
3 bedrooms, large den, alterations, remodeling, etc.
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO b.`
down.
Reasonable
terms
clean water. Good warm stables living room, with dining area,
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV I
CONCERTAIN
Free Estimates. Phone 753ANNEX
arranged if needed. Phone
and stalls to stay in. For more extra large patio and 2 car
TFC
TIGUOUS TERRITORY TO THE
6123.
Murray
753-3375
for
753-3530
information.
information phone 753-2521. N17C carport.
FARMERS MARKET
PEKINGESE PUPPY, AKC
CITY OF MURRAY, KENDouglas Shoemaker is in
The 'old girl needs some new
THANKSGIVING
registered, 12 weeks old.
TUCKY; AND ACCURATELY
charge of sale. For the best athas moved back to HighTO COUPLE or with one child, paint and fixing up. It would do WILL DO Interior Painting.
Reduced price. Phone 753SPECIAL
PERMANENT
DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES
Lake
tend this sale.
N18C
way 94 East near Ken
NC
nice two bedroom small house wonders for this brick 4 bedroom, Phone 753-3484.
5583.
N18C
OF THE TERRITORY WHICH
otel.
'15 00 Permanent
with carport All paneled, hard- l'.2 story home with full
CITY OF MURRAY, KENSALE, Friday,
AUCTION
wood floors, washer and dryer basement. $15,950 will buy this WILL BABY-SIT with any age
Now '12.50
TUCKY, PROPOSES TO ANNovember 19, at 6:30 p.m., four GIRL'S CLOTHES; pantsuits,
All Kinds of Big Bargains
child while mother works. Phone
outlets. Phone 489-2595.
N18C one right now.
skirts,
13
sweaters,
Nov.
Monday,
blouses,
size
From
6-8.
NEX.
miles west of Murray on Highway
753-4075.
Boy's
pants,
stze
25-27
and
27-30.
Like a cute little home of your
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
94 at what was formerly Hutchins
through Thanksgiving
Apples $2.50 per bushel
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
Shirts size 14. Excellent conown but the cash is short? How
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
Garage
modern,
Lake,
also
on
Kentucky
about a 2 bedroom cottage on
CITY OF MURRAY, KENFolks I have been com- dition. Priced to sell. Phont. 753Eggs-Large, 3 doz. $1.00
5121.
N18P 12'x58' DELUXE TRAILER, like one trailer home,a new furnished Irvin with a shag carpet' You
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
extra
missioned
large
to
sell
an
apartment. Low rent through
Small 4 doz. $1.03
new. Phone 753-4566 between 8:00
can buy it for $10,500.
(collection of glass, china, antique
winter months. Near New ConSECTION I: That it is needful,
a.m.and
5:30p.m.
I
furniture and collectors items
TFC cord, Unfurnished house. Phone
Good
Russett
Potatoes
necessary and desirable limit the
Donald R. Tucker, Realtor.
will oat attempt to Itemize each USED PORTABLE dishwasher,
20 lbs. 59 cents
436-2A27 or 4311-23211.
NlaC
good condition. Dunres TV lid
following described lands lying
Item.
Member of Multiple Listing.
REDUCE SAFE & hie with
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI) adjacent and contiguous to the
There will be over one hundred Appliance, 118 South 12th. Free
Country Sorghum. Buy 1
3-BEDROOM BRICK HOUSE; Phone 753-4342.
GoBese
Tablets
&
E-VáIP'
i
water
Playgrounds have come a lonf
parking
in
rear.
the
limits
N18C
of
present boundary
pieces
Associates;
of
depression
Edna
glass
Knight,
of
all
home
bucket for $1.49 get second
pills". Holland Drug Store. N17P electric heat, air conditioned,
way since the old days of just
City of Murray, Kentucky, be
colors, also all other kinds of
kitchen and laundry appliances phone 7534910, Pat Mobley, home swings and bars, thanks to edubucket for $1.00
Annexed to said City of Murray,
glass and china. There will be a 1966 MOBILE HOME, 12'x60, air
phone 753-8958.
N18C
GERT's a gay girl-ready for a furnished. 1506 Henry Street.
cated ideas in design.
Kentucky, and become a part
ruby red wine pitcher and conditioned, with or without
$130.00 per month. Call 753-7548
We also have a big variety
whirl
after
cleaning
carpets
with
washer
and dryer. Completely
thereof, to-wit:
Vaseline
glass
At Thousand Oaks School
glasses,
whiskey
oranges,
of
Florida
N18C
Blue Lustre. Rent electric after 4:30p.m.
SMALL FARM: good location; in Berkeley, recess time means
Beginning at a point on the
decanter and shot glasses, pit- furnished. Excellent condition.
tangerines and grapefruits.
shampooer
$1 Murray Home &
southwest corner of North 18th
business or future investment. small children exploring new
cher and bowl set, old china Available immediately. Phone
N20C 12'x50' FURNISHED TRAILER, One mile East Murray,
435-4892.
N18C Auto Store.
Street and College Farm Road;
potty,
plus
other
apo dimensions of play and learning
good
china.
10 miles north of Murray in
We have the best paper
,proximately 10 acres pasture. in equipment devised by Unithence west to a point on the
Oak dresser and pie safe,
Dexter,
good
shell pecans-New crop
location.
'Hog wire fencing, stables, water. versity of California students.
northeast corner of Carl Poyner
kitchen cabinet, Jenny Lind bed, NICE CLEAN Frigidaire electric GOOD HOSPITAL bed and Reasonable rent. Phone
from Georgia. We also
753-5986
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
property; thence south to a point
stove and refrigerator; oak mattress. Will sell for $60.00. days or 437-4117
bean
pot,
iron
dough
kettle,
tray,
nights.
A lands4 ape arclibecture class
have a big selection of
N18C
For appointment call 436.N19P
on the southwest corner of
skillets, jars, and jugs and many dinette set with four chairs; Phone 436-5400
is transforming a conventional
nursery stock and if there's
2173.
Meadow Wood Subdivision;
antique
walnut
kt
bed
goody
grab
boxes.
and many
TFC blacktop playground into a fanTHREE-BEDROOM
something we don't have,
BRICK
thence east to a point on North
For information call Otto other items of antique furniture. GAS HEATER, vented, Royal, House. Located at 1002 Walnut St.
tastic array of structures and
we will get it for you.
18th Street; thence north with
N18C 75,000 BTU. Excellent condition, Available now. Call Hayden
Chester's Auction Service, 435- Phone 435-4042.
spaces to challenge and delight
NEW TWO bedroom duplex
North 18th Street to the point of
4042, Lynn Grove.
$50.00. 906 West Main,753Rickman at 753-5450, if
There are many more
no apartment, central heat and air, the children. The UC students
72 AC COMBINE with pickup 5750.
beginning.
Chester
It
pays
to
sell
the
have also designed an outdoor
N16C
answer call 753-3242 between 8:00 wall
items not mentioned so
to wall carpeting. Low down nature dimly Arra
SECTION IL That it is the
way.
N18C reel. Good condition. Priced to
Lm.and 8.08p.m.
around
and
look
come
out
ITC
paYnieni With assumable loan•
intention of City of Murray,
sell. Phone J. C. Russell at 436- MOTOROLA
MCIE1E Of the materials have
STEREO,
2
Phone
753-2381
or
753-1585.
D1C
7149.
Kentucky, to annex to City of
been
N18C speakers, in good shape. If in- REAL NICE one bedroom furAUCTION SALE, Saturday,
donated and transported
GORDON'S
to Thousand Oaks School by
Murray, Kentucky, so as to
November 20 at 10:00 a.m. at the
terested phone 753-8679.
N16P nished apartment. Phone 753FARMERS
business firms. Parents of the
become a part thereof, the
late Hugh Anderson home, north CREOSOTED POLES for pole
6044.
N18C
children have joined with the
MARKET
territory described in SECTION 1
edge of Bell City, Kentucky on barn construction, utility poles BEAUTIFUL QUILTS, handLAKE VIEW cabin on Center
students in building, the play
and boat docks. Murray Lumber made. Different patterns. Some HOUSE TRAILER,
hereof.
Highway 97.
10'x55', two Ridge. Modern, two bedroom. structures.
FIRST
ON
ADOPTED
This is one of the oldest Co., Maple Street, Murray, appliqued. Phone 753-6896. N16P bedrooms, electric heat, three Phone Mayfield,502-2471TC
READING ON THE 28 DAY OF FREE ESTIMATEon septic tank established residences and best Kentucky.
The new central playground
miles from Murray. Phone 753- 5737.
N2OP
installation. phone 753-7850. TFC collection of old antique collecOCTOBER, 1971.
is essentially two complex
WARM MORNING stove with 7856 or 753-2583.
N22C
AFGHANS, jacket, used one season. Phone
ADOPTED ON SECOND BILL'S MOBILE Homes will give tors items that I have seen in a CROCHETED
wooden towers (one is called
special handmade, any size. 498-8601.
"The Tower of a Thousand
READING ON THE 11 DAY OF you the lowest prices, biggest long time.
N16P FIVE ROOM house with running
AUTOS FOR SALE
Phone 753-1855, Mrs. Kitty
Rooms") inside a circle of verNtIVEMBER.
(
water, bath, place for washer and
trades, lowest down payment, There's loads of good old
tical posts. Two sloping cables
Donelson.
N18P
dryer. Also has electric heat. 1968
and longest terms possible. Bill's glassware and china, fancy
COMMON COUNCIL,
FORD fairlane Fastback, with pulleys provide the fastest
USED
G.E. Refrigerator,
Located at Green
Plains excellent condition.
Mobile Homes, 3900 South kerosene and Aladdin lamps,
CITY OF MURRAY,
Phone 753- and most popular means of getcoppertone in excellent condition.
WHITE
TOY
Poodles,
six
weeks
fancy
clawfeet
tables,
nice
old
$50.00
per
month.
Church.
Phone 2411.
Beltline Highway, Paducah,
N18C ting from one tower to the old. Phone 753-1246, 503 Olive Phone 753-8376 for more in- 492-8360.
pictures
and
frames,
old
warN18C
N17C
Kentucky.
KENTUCKY
other.
N18C formation.
N17C
drobes pegged together, round Street.

Great Southern Beans

The

QUICKLY PACKAGED TO GO!
HOT from our Cafeteria Line
By the Serving 25'
or By the Family Pkg. (pint) 69'
Meat Pkg. to go 59', 69' or 79'

99c
;SPAGHETTI

.0)1.

Chtis e

U.S. Prime Sirloin
Steak Dinner

TRIANGLE INN

THE
HAIRDRESSER

GORDON'S

Playground
really swings

7

IRIS

nage rage)

each

By Holmes Ellis, Mayor
City of Murray, Ky.

as

ATTEST:
Stanford Andrus, Clerk
City of Murray, Ky.

If

ES1t

N74(

You

Miss Your Paper
Call

27th *

753-7278

10

Between 6:00 p.m.

Pars.

and

Pictur•
h Proof
ay

OMENS
PPAREL

7:00 p m In The

Evening
If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first If you get ne
results then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
listed
MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low
rates. Broad coverage. Excellent
claim service. When you see nie
don't think of Insurance, but
when you think of Insurance see
me. Harding Galloway, Galloway
Insurance and Real Estate
Agency. Phone 753-5842.
D2C

A

FLYING TO FLORIDA, Wednesday, November 24, coming
back Sunday, 28th or 29th. Round
trip $75.00. Prepaid. Phone
Dennis ICrol, 753-5721
N22C
evenings.
WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY; logs and
standing timber. Also have for
sale lumber and sawdust.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
TFC
Phone 753-4147.
WANT TO BUY straw in large or
small amounts. Phone 753-5167
days or 489-2189 nights.
N16C
WANT TO BUY full size canopy
bed. Phone 753-5937, or 7531803.

oak table and chairs, solid brass
bed, other antiques are wood REGISTERED POINTER bird
bedsteads, tea kettles, dutch dog,one year old. Phone 753N18C
ovens, jars, jugs and churns, 3143
cast iron mower seats. Also steel
tired road wagon.
It would be impossible to list
and describe all of these items.
There will be the average
amount of modern usable furniture and electrical appliances
23-1 16X35"
Also
blueback
speller,
McGuthrie First readers, old
.009 Thick
Ray's arithmetic books, and
many other books and magazines These plates are perfect
dated back before the turn of the
for siding or roofing
century.
Folks this is the last of the good barns, for placing around
ones, so be sure and attend. For
bottom of mobile homes
information call Otto Chester's
Auction Service, 435-4042, Lynn to keep out the wind
Grove.
and snow, and for many
It pays to sell the Chester
Way
N18C other uses such as

Aluminum
Plates

"building out"
WANTED TO RENT
WANT TO Rent or lease, farm
land. Phone 753-8090 after 5:00
p.m.
N19C
STUDENT WISHES to rent
garage for one month during
Christmas vacation Phone 7536139. ask for Steve
N2OP

mice or rats.

25' each
Call at

Ledger & Times
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N. 4th

St

Murray, Ky

The student designers also
1966 BUICK LaSABFtE four door
HELP WANTED
LIKE NEW Maytag porta washer
sedan, full power and air, good used available materials someand ports dryer, (avocado), TEXAS REFINERY CORP.
rubber, good condition. Also 1962 times to make special play
$165.00, for both. Save over offers opportunity for high in- Chevrolet 14 ton flat bed. Phone equipment. One day ircently,
$125.00. Phone 753-2700.
N20C come PLUS regular cash and 753-1408.
N16C blue steel drums were noisily
vacation bonuses abundant
used to crawl through and roll
in and on. And a series of
fringe benefits to mature man in
recliner,
MAN'S BLACK vinyl
brightly-painted , refrigerator
Murray, Ky. area. Regardless of
$15.00. Phone 753-9684.
N17C experience, air mail A. K. Pate, 1971 DODGE DEMON 318, V8, crates became a giant caterpillar.
power steering, power disc
Pres., Texas Refinery Corp., Box brakes, AM-FM radio,
custom
CLEAN RUGS, like new, so easy 711, Fort Worth, Texas
factory wheels, vinyl top, 9,000
to do with Blue Lustre. Rent 76101.
N18P miles. Perfect condition and
electric shampooer $1. Big
N20C WHAT DO you want for priced to sell. Phone 753K.
1257.
N16C
Christmas" You can have it. Just
become an Avon Representative.
Earnings pile up quickly because 1967 CHEVELLE SS 396, power
SAN FRANCISC0 (UPII: everyone appreciates the ease steering, brakes and windows.
.\ man jumped from the
and convenience of shopping the $995.00 or best offer. Phone 767south tower of the Golden
Avon way. Call now after 7 p.m. 3721.
NUIC
Gate Bridge yesterday and
collect 365-9424 or write Mrs.
became the sixth person in
Janet Ktmick, Manager, Rt. 2 1962 CHEVROLET Impala two
history to survive.
California highway paBox 136A,Princeton, Ky.
N20C door hardtop, all power, low
trolmen said the man, idenmileage,
local
car.
Excellent
EXPERIENCED CUTTERS,
tified as Henry Harrington.
markers and spreaders needed condition Must see to believe. 36. of Pacifica. Cal.,
for Garment Manufacturing Phone 753-5924 or 753-1681. N18C jawed from the east side
and, fell into a "moat" ..
Plant in Murray, Kentucky.
around the base of the
Apply at Standard Textile Co., 1968 CHEVELLE SS 327, turbo tower 270
feet below.
.
111 East Poplar Street, Murray, automatic. New Firestone white
A Coast Guard cutter
Kentucky or phone 502-753letter tires. Excellent condition. took Harrington from the
water and rushed him to
4161.
N19C Phone 753-3000.
N18P
Fort PoiWr
e the shore of
on
San Fra
o Bay, where
CLEANING LADY, one day a
he was la en to San Franweek. Must have transportation. 1961 COMET,$100.00. 1957 Dodge
risco General hospital for
pickup,$50.00. Phone 492Phone 753-6344 after 5:00 p.m.
X-rays. .
N16NC
8603.
N22C

Man survives
Golden Gate
Bridge leap

SOICI
thru
The
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For Jake McKinney
The major causes of accidents

Pine Trees
Damaged By
Fire Monday
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Parents Of College
Students Get Relief

Pay Board . . .

Chinese Delegate Levels
Attack On U.S., Soviets

I Continued from Page
paid
at
are listed as speeding, drinking, Funeral services for Glen C.
during the lafsrteezt
wages
eerm
801
North
McRinriey
right
of
(Jake
)
yield
failure
to
driving,
and
The Cost of Living Council
—Took the Arab side in the
18th Street vAre held this morof way, following too closely.
By MIKE FEINSILBER
By BRUCE W. MUNN
leaving parents no better off than meanwhile reversed an earlier
crisis;
Mideast
ning at ten o'clock at the
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The before.
ruling which had granted an UNITED NATIONS (UPI) —
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
—Criticized United State and
It
over.
is
honeymoon
Senate
has
The
voted
to
give tax
D on't
When passed by the Senate exemption for some firms
Funeral Horne with Dr. H. C.
Russian disarmament policies.
lasted four days.
About one-half acre of loblolly relief to the parents of college
ncou rage
twice in the past, the plan was which want to raise prices. The
Chiles and Rev. David Brasher pines
Chiao said the United States
smiling
China's
Communist
was damaged by fire last students —a politically hard-tokilled by the House-Senate earlier position had been that
officiating.
and Japan suffered a policy
A ccidents
Chiao
minister,
night on the firm of 011ie Knight resit tax cut which has cleared
foreign
deputy
Conference Committee which companies faced with a wage
Pallbearers were L. D. Flora,
To
Kuan-hua, took off his glasses, defeat in their attempt to
Stubblefield located south of the Senate in the past only to
must reconcile differences be- raise between Nov. 14 and Jan.
Carlos Williams, Douglas Jones,
preserve a two-China body.
Wisehart's Grocery and Highway die at the last step before
appen
1
could raise their prices wiped away his grin and leveled
tween
House
and
Senate
Paul Butterworth, Bill Reddick,
Chiao also said the United
the
attack
on
121 South, New Concord Road. enactment.
30-minute
a
without notifying the governversions of tax bills.
Bennie Simmons. Burial was in
States
and
Russia
should
Soviet
the
Boyce McCuiston, Calloway Ironically it adopted that
United States and
The booklet recommends that the Elm Grove Cemetery with-the
The previously passed House ment in advance.
commit themselves not to be
first
form
his
Monday
of
County
in
tax
Union
Forest
relief
Ranger,
first
was
for
the
county
city
But
and
the council changed that
local police and
bill contained no such provision.
arrangements by the Blalockthe first to use nuclear weapons
called to the Stubblefield farm at middleclass by a 56 to 27 vote
speech in the United Nations.
judges to strictly enforce traffic Coleman Funeral Home.
Under House rules, tax bills stand Monday, saying that any
if they truly want disarto
chance
Monday
only a few minutes
Chiao may have a
laws and render fair and im- McKinney, age 53, died Sunday about ten p.m. Monday. He was
reach the floor for an up-or-down of the nation's 1,300 largest
mament. "At no time and
China's
called
after
through
with
back
—by
a
follow
56
again
this
to
26
morning
vote
—
courts:
decisions
in the
partial
vote, with a chance for the firms in that position now will
at three p.m. He was a retired
under no circumstances will
The
about
today.
U.N.
rejecting
vote
first
four
o'clock
proposed
when
the
tax
fire
relief
for members to offer amendments. have to tell the Price Commishelp stress traffic safety through disabled employee of the Murray
China be the first to use
various organizations in the Division of the Tappan Company, broke out again. McCuiston said people who live at or below the The proposal thus has never been sion of plans to raise their General Assembly is expected nuclear weapons," he said.
asking
resolution
take
up
a
to
courts; be a safe, mature driver- a veteran of World War II, and a he plowed around the area this poverty line.
prices.
If
the commission does
in a House bill.
He also said Communist
the United States to abandon
set an example for others:and to member of the Elm Grove morning so the fire would not get The rejected proposal would
The Senate amendment was not object the price rises will
China
was determined to bring
chrome
from
purchase
reimbused
plans to
poor people tacked
wear your seat belt at all times. Baptist Church, Aurora Masonic out again and damage the other have
onto the bill cutting go into effect 72 hours later —
the 14 million people of
pines in the twelve to fifteen acre with a check from the Treasury
Rhodesia.
still
much
faster than the 30taxes by $15.5 billion over the
Lodge No. 925, and of Murray
field.
for what they pay in sales taxes
Congress has approved the Nationalist China under its
next three years which Pres- day period generally required
Moose Lodge No. 2011.
on
food and for that portion of
Stubblefield told McCuiston
plan despite a U.N. embargo domination. "The Chinese
ident Nixon proposed to stimu- of all companies with annual
Survivors are his wife, Edith,
to
that the pines were set at 1938. their rent which represents
Rlfhdesia. The embargo people are determined
against
sales
of
$100 million or more
late the economy, increase
of Murray; two sons, Glen H.
liberate Taiwan and no force on
country
when
the
was
levied
The fires occured after the property tax on their homes.
business investment and encou- who want to raise their prices.
McKinney and James H.
earth can stop us," he said.
tobacco barn on the Stubblefield
Both plans were offered by rage
Monday's reversal had the unilaterally declared indepenfirms to export more.
McKinney of Murray; five
Chiao said all U.S. forces
farm had been damaged by a Sen. Ernest F. Hollings of
dence from Britain to maintain
greatest
impact
on
the
auto
Democrats charged the bill is
stepsons, Gerald Jeffrey of
should be withdrawn from
minority.
white
large, possibly two ton truck, South Carolina, who is believed
rule
by
its
biased toward businesses and industry which is scheduled to
Mrs. Pearl Osbron of the Ledbetter, Franklin, Jerry, driver unknown, who backed the to
have
A Soviet proncisal for a world Taiwan, Vietnam, Cambodia,
Democratic
vice
pay United Auto Workers '
Tucker Rest Home, Mayfield, Darrell, and Ricky Dowdy of truck into the barn knocking presidential ambitions for 1972. against individuals, but they
disarmament conference is also Laos and Korea. Additionally,
members
a
6.5
per
cent
lost, 40 to 39, in a major effort
died Monday at 12:15 p.m. at the Murray; two stepdaughters, down one corner, according to
The reimbursement plan
expected to come before the he said, the U.N. Korean
Mayfield Community Hospital. Sharon and Patsy of Murray; one Sheriff Clyde Steele who was would have cost the govern- to eliminate a provision that contract raise within the next Assembly later in the day. Commission should be disbandwould give a multibillion dollar few weeks. Detroit had been
sister, Mrs. Gladys St. John of called to
ed and North Korea's eightShe was 68 years of age.
ment $1.7 billion in lost tax
the scene.
planning to raise new car Communist China submitted its
tax saving to businesses.
four
point reunification program
The deceased, age 68, was born Jeffersonville, Ind.;
own
proposal
was
before
Sheriff Steele said the truck revenue. The plan to reimburse
it
prices by about 2.5 per cent,
should he adopted.
in Calloway County on February brothers, Pete McKinney of also knocked down seven parents for part of their tution
voted
into
the
U.N.
but '72 model prices will now
25, 1903, and was the daughter of Murray, Bobby, Ernest, and mailboxes on the road by the expenses would cost the governremain at their freeze levels Chiao's speech caught most
the late George Bonner and Viola Clyde McKinney, all of Glasgow; Stubblefield farm.
Mailboxes ment $2.2 billion in revenue.
until the Price Commission observers by surprise and was
four grandchildren.
Beach Bonner.
damaged belonged to Jess Dick, It would permit parents
C,ontinued from Page 1)
applications from the contrary to his earlier statereceives
were
held
Masonic
at
the
rites
She is survived by two
Joe Poluson, George Lassiter, whose income is up to $25,000 a
ments on the standhis country inherent to repeated aerial
car
makers
and
puts
them
daughters, Mrs. Bill (Verlenei funeral home chapel on Monday Mrs. McClure,
would take as the newest flights over hostile territory, and
D. B. Grubbs, year to subtract from taxes
through the 72-hour test.
Huie of 515 Whitnell Avenue, at 7:30 p.m.
member of the world body.
George Green, and Otis B Brown. owed the government $325 for
other
economic
developIn
by his outstanding degree of
Dr. and Mrs. Max Carman
Murray, and Mrs. Eugene
Communist China, which was professionalism and devotion' to
Ranger McCuiston said the fire each dependent child they send
ments:
have
returned
from
Charleston,
(Geneva i Boggess of Route
in the pine grove was due to arson to college or trade school.
named to replace Nationalist
Illinois where they attended the —The Dow Jones average fell China in the U.N. by a strong duty, he has brought credit upon
Three, Paducah; six grandor carelessness on the part of
Opponents, led
by
•
Sen.
• •
to
its
lowest
point
in
11
months
himself, his organization, and the
children, Mrs. Jerry (Cynthia I
persons unknown.
Russell B. Long, D-La., said the dedication of the Ruth Carman on Wall Street Monday as the vote three weeks ago, was ex- United States Army."
Hall
on
the
campus
of
Eastern
Hart of Murray, Gary Ezell of
Another call answered by plan represented a subsidy
pected to take a soft line. At least
(Continued from Page 1
WO1 Hopkins also completed
Illinois University. Miss Ruth stock market continued to
Louisville, Randall, Jerry, and
McCuiston on Monday was to the from taxpayers too poor to
at first.
reflect
investor
uncertainty
an Instructor Pilot Flight Course
cows
The
herd
of
only
15
meager
Paducah,
Carman,
the
sister
Debbie Boggess all of
of
Dr.
CarChiao
send
and
45
other
members
their children to college
field fire on the Rupert C,ohoon
man, is well known in Murray over which way the economy of China's official delegation while in Vietnam. He has been
and Mrs. Belinda Gibson of next few years called for long farm on the Pottertown
Road. for those wealthy enough to do
•yrits_heading in Phase II.
serving in the Asian country
where
she
has
visited
Hampton, -Va.-;• • four great hours and a cool head to over- Three calls,
her
brother
due to field fires, so. Others argued colleges
—The Commerce Department arrived in New York Thursday since May 1971.
come certain hardships and he
granchilciren
and
his
family.
to
claim
the
seat
were
they
had
been
answered by McCuiston on would only raise their tuition,
His wife, Imogene, and
Miss Carman, professor revealed the nation suffered its seeking for 22 years.
Funeral services will be held has now built a herd of 65 milk Sunday.
They were to the
emeritus of foreign languages, worst balance of payments Chiao proclaimed friendship daughter, Lisa, reside at Murray
Wednesday at one p.m. at the Producing cows. He has a total Jackson
Purchase Gun Club just
has had a long assnciation with deficit in history during the between the people of China Route Four. His parents are Mr.
chapel of the Blalock-Colernariherd of 130 cows.
off the Coldwater Road, to the
Newell Hopkins
and Mrs.
Stahler
1965,
August
of
In
the Charleston institution. A July-August-September period. and the people of the
Funeral Home with Rev. John •E
intersection of U. S. Highway 641
United
native of Charleston, she started The difference between the States in his official statement Dodson Avenue, Murray.
Jones, pastor of the Kjrksey married Judy Hubble of Trenton, South and
the Green Plain
attending classes at the Eastern inflow and outflow of dollars delivered through an interpreUnited Methodist Church, oF_ Tennessee, also a student at Church
road, and to Morris
majored
MSU.
Mrs.
in
Stahler
Illinois Normal School as a fourth and foreign currencies grew by ter at Kennedy international
ficiating.
Grocery on Highway 94 East.
be in the borne economics.
Interment will
grade pupil in the -Model $64. billion, to bring the year's airport.
McCuiston said the fires were
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Stahler received his B.S. in
School." She received the Nor- total to a record $12.1 billion. He later hinted
started from persons burning
Communist
—AFL-C10, President George
Paducah, with the arrangements Agriculture and went into full trash in
mal School diploma in 1910.
China
would
take
a
wait and
the
area
and
they
spread
Meany,
a
member
of
the
Pay
Mrs.
Degrees held by Miss Carman
by the Blalock-Coleman Funera time farming in 1968.
to the fields nearby. Persons are
see position in the U.N. and
MOREHEAD, Ky. {UPI
Home where fnends may call Stahler was no stranger to farm urged to
include the Ph. B. from the Board, said the nation is in would not make any immediate
use caution in burning Morehead State University
life since she spent her early
University of Wisconsin and the trouble because "the economy major policy moves.
years on a beef farm in West trash at their homes or graduate student from Carlisle, A.M. degree from the University is in a state of uncertainty.
Ohio, was apprehended by state of Illinois. She is a member
In his 2,600-word acceptance
Tennessee and she has shared in businesses, McCuiston said.
of Phi Intolerably high unemployment
police and FBI agents Monday on Beta Kappa and
Hy ROY MeGHEE
Chinese,
the building program of her
a number of prevails. The cost of living had speech, delivered in
a charge of robbing a bank of other learned and professional not declined. Poverty has Chiao:
WASHINGTON (UPI)
husband's operation.
about $16,500 in the nearby town societies. Joining the
—Criticized U.S. policy that Sworn affidavits that William
The Stahler's have one son.
faculty in increased. The states and
of Salt Lick, Ky
The funeral for Melvin Lee Jimmy Ray, age 2 months.
1914, for a short time she taught major cities are on the brink of fought not only to admit H. Rehnquist harassed black
Frederick C. Fehl, special English
Barnes of Murray Route Three is "Jim Stahler is truly a
Communist China to the U.N. voters in the 1964 election
and Latin in the campus bankruptcy."
agent- in charge of the Louisville, high
being held today at two p.m. at remarkable and outstanding
—Sen. William Proxvire, D- but maintain the seat held by sparked new demands today
school and then Latin and
Ky., FBI office, identified the German in the University.
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill young man and the MurrayWis., said May, 1972, should be Nationalist China;
that the Senate JudiCiary
suspect as George W. Hazelwood, The
Funeral Home with Bro. Walter Calloway County Jaycees are
beautifully designed and set as the goal for ending th --Called on the United States Committee further investigate
Pigg officiating
proud to have him representing The Murray Chapter of Jr., 31, who lived in a trailer in appointed co-ed dormitory Phase II economic controls. to pull out of Indochina, Taiwan his fitness to serve on the
neighboring Farmers, Ky.
Serving as pallbearers are E. them in the state competition," a
After that, he said, voluntary and Korea;
Supreme Court.
National Secretaries (Int.) met University officials confirmed consists of an eight-story wing
D. Barnes, Rex Barnes, Ken spokesman for the local Jaycees
—Told
Rehnquist had denied any
developing
nations
and a nine-story wing designed to wage-price 7ontrols should take
p.m. in the that Hazelwood is a
at
seven
Monday
graduate
Wilson, Ron Weems, Paul Dill, said.
revolution is "the irresistible such harassment in direct
over.
Building of Murray student and also received his house 816 students. A dining
Educational
and Clarence Vinson.
service accomodates both wings. —Commerce Secretary Mau- trend of history ... countries testimony to the committee last
State University.
bachelor's
degree
from
Interment will be in the Murraj•
A
number
of
friends, rice H. Stans made an apparent want independence ... nations week. He said he never served
Morehead. He taught in the Ohio colleagues
Cemetery with the arrangements
and former students appeal for the nation's business- want liberation and the people as a challenger —only as an
Mrs. Laverne Ryan, assistant public
school system before
by the J H. Churchill Funeral
arbiter --in settling election
of Miss Carman attended the men to spend more money on want revolution;"
essor in the Department of
returning to Morehead to con- special dedication dinner
Home
day disputes. And the Justice
and expansion and development. He
Business Education and Office
Barnes, age 82, died Monday at
tinue his education.
said consumers are becoming
Department Monday said the
program.
addministration, spoke to the
• He was taken into custody in
6:30 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
more confident but "for some
renewed charges were false.
group on "Secretarial EtiquetCounty Hospital. He was born in
the post office at Farmers where
strange reason our businessmen
The charges that Rehnquist
(Continued from Page 1)
te," and showed cartoon slides in
Stewart County, Tenn., on The local chapter of -the
he alledgedly was in the process
are uncertain, hesitant and the backdrop of today's social interfered will
)_yaing XLIWQ
-4*
December
'
. 25, 11188,
was the American Red Cross is asking for
of mailing the stolen loot in a
filled with gloom."
environment," he continued. fIredorflinantly black precincts
son of the late Murf Barnes and your support in making plans for
package to Ohio.
"No one here could be unaware of of Phoenix, Ariz., in 1964 were
Martha Hodge Barnes. He was a Christmas gifts for patients at the Mrs. Ryan had conducted a
William Razor, president of the
President Sparks', convictions in made by Clarence Mitchell,
basses
in
survey
of
several
member of the Church of Christ. U.S. Army Hospital at Fort
Members of the Calloway
Salt Lick Deposit Bank, said the
the
face of efforts from many Washington representative of
Murray to determine their robber entered the bank about County High School Beta Club
Survivors are his wife, Grace of Campbell, Kentucky.
quarters in our society to tear the National Association for the
Murray Route Three; two Last year volunteer response qualifications for the "perfect noon Monday and handed a teller participated in the First District
Advancement
of
Colored
down our armed forces.,'
secretary."
Among
the
daughters, Mrs. Henry (Alene) was tremendous. A lovely sleigh,
a note from an attache case, Beta Club meeting held at CritPeople.
Pointing
out
that
today
50
listed
were:
qualifications
in- which demanded money and said tenden County High School.
Hargis of Murray and Mrs. ditty bags filled with gifts, and
Mitchell told the committee
percent of the Army's junior
Hubert (Louise) Gibbs of volunteers singing Christmas terested in her work, efficient, he had a gun.
Randy Lee and Janey Kelso of
offficers and one-third of its last week he had no documentaaccurate,
and
enhonest,
one
of
and
two
thefts
Reports
of
Columbus, Ohio; one sister, Mrs. carrols helped to Fnake the
"When the teller handed him Calloway High won first place in
general officers have come from ry proof, because witnesses
Jewel Nolin, and one brother, V. holidays brighter forfiervicemen thusiastic about her job; some bills, he snapped that he the talent contest held at the vanclblism were made to the
civilian
colleges through the were reluctant to risk economic
willingness to work, not a clock wanted more," Razor said. meeting.
Murray Police Department on
T. Barnes, both of Puryear, who could not go
ROTC
program,
the general retaliation if they came forinitiative;
watcher;
handle
use
Monday
Tenn.; seven grandchildren; six "Calloway Co ty's quota
Those attending from Calloway
"That's about all he said except
ward.
went
on
to
say:
correspondence
routine
herself;
great grandchildren
to tell her he wanted the note were Kenneth Cleaver, Lamar
toward this pr
t is 50 men's
But Monday he turned ever to
"The
anti-war
feeling
in
our
appearance and well back. The note indicated he had Harrel, Quentin Fannin, Melonie Charlotte Hodge of Murray
hankerchiefs,
nail clips, 12 attractive
country which has degenerated Sen. Birch D. Bayh, D-Ind.,
in
groomed,
clothing;
no
extreme
black
said
her
large
Route
Four
an accomplice, but no one saw Hutchens, Suzette Hughes,
five rolls of
boxes of candy,s
personality is anyone else when he drove Karen Crick, Johnny Riley, leather purse with a draw string into an anti-military feeling in affidavits from a deputized
Christmas wrappi
paper," good telephone
some circles is not a new Democratic Party challenger
A
perfect
secretary
essential.
is
away."
David Smith, Janey Kelso, had been stolen. The purse
announced
Jean
Mrs
phenomenon, but it is one that and a precinct committeeman,
who always strives to make
one
approximately
two
contained
Razor said there were six Randy Lee, Mike Burchett,
Blankenship, '...ter E ecutive.
both Negroes, that they saw
creates problems for us all.
good,
Mrs.
her
boss
Ryan
look
check
dollars,
book,
key
billfold,
employes, but no customers, in Tonya Bucy, Alice Crawford,
A rummage sale will be held at If your club, •
n' tion or
Rehnquist harass voters at
"No
matter
how
distasteful
the
added.
the bank when the holdup took Vickie Gamble,
Barbara case, two bank payment books,
the American Legion Hall on church group would , • I share
Vietnam War may be, we must Bethune School Precinct.
according
credit
to
the
cards,
and
place.
Teresa
Donelson,
Byerly,
from
20,
in these plans, please call 753Saturday, November
never let short run frustrations Jordan Harris swore that
He said the bandit wore a bushy Kathryn
Hardie,
Sandra police report filed at 6:31 p.m.
seven a.m. to noon, sponsored by 1421. These gifts will be delivered The club made a tour of the
Rehnquist was a challenger for
Educational
Building,
including wig, apparently to cover up
Hargrove, Katie Kemp, Sherry She said the purse was stolen blind us to the long-range im- the. Republican Party.
the Women's Society of Christian to Ft. Campbell by December 16,
peratives
of
national
security."
Service of the Goshen United combined with gifts from 12 other the Data-Processing and Com- baldness, and also had on some Mitchell, Rhonda Black, and sometime between 5:30 to 5:45
met
with
Rehnquist
Since Dr. Sparks became "I
p.m.
makeup.
Marion Outland
counties of West Kentucky and puter rooms.
Methodist Church.
because I noticed him harasspresident
of
Murray
State
in
Mrs.
Hazel
Finley,
president
of
Razor said the suspect was
Persons having articles to Tennessee, and will provide the
ing
unnecessarily several
Robert O'Brien of 214 North January, 1968, a total of 205
donate for the sale are asked to annual Christmas party for the Paducah-Kentucky Lake traced through a description of
people at the polls who were
students
have
been
com15th
Street,
Chapter.
Murray,
and
reported
Mrs.
Betty
the
Green,
Friday
hall
on
his car, which was found parked
approximately 150 patients.
bring them to the
theft of a Krako eight track tape missioned in the Army through attempting to vote. He was
CPS, of that Chapter, were near his trailer home.
between six and seven p.m. or
special guests. Mrs. Green inplayer, Mikadc stereo eight track the ROTC program during his attempting to make them recite
call one of the members for the
portions of the Constitution, and
vited
the
Murray
tape
player,sot of Arthur Fulmer administration, the general also
Club
to
parup
picked
articles to be
refused to let them vote until
ticipate in their day-long seminar
Dr Joe Green of the depart- speakers, and set of Muntz stereo noted.
In accepting the award ino the they were able to comply with
ment of secondary education and speakers from the Tape Shack
on December 4 on "Bosses and
Kenneth Wolf of the history sometime between Saturday presence of Mrs. Sparks, faculty his requests," Harris' affidavit
Two prisoners, both hospital Secretaries—Tell It Like It Is."
said.
aides, were recaptured early Other guests were Mrs. Joyce
Residents of Paris, Tennessee department will participate in a night and Monday morning, and staff members and friends of The
affidavit listed those
the
recent
discussion
on
the
university,
the
Murray
State
Bowden
panel
and
Mrs.
Madelle
during
according
after
the
to
fleeing
report
today
made
to the
will begin paying 12.6 per cent
A Christmas bazaar will be
Murray State University Insight police at 1.25 p.m. O'Brien said president emphasized that he harassed as "Mrs. Mitchel,
Talent.
penitentiary
the
state
night
from
more
for
Department
natural
gas
of
as
of
Sunday
held by the Zeta
Mrs. Campbell and Mrs Milhere.
November 14, according to Albert Week at the Wednesday United entrance was gained by entering was doing so "not as an in- ler."
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